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Preface

This book aims at helping teachers to integrate art activities inti) school life as it provides children

with opportunities to express feelings* explore ideas, record observations and have a direct

experience of materials and handling tools. Art IS perceived here as an active way of learning and

sharing mid not as something additional to the normal curriculum- The activities are designed to

include all children and enrich regular lessons of language, math and environmental studies.

In this book art has been given a much broader definition than the one that is commonly used.

J fence the inclusion of games, stories and observational exercises alongside the more conventional

art activities of drawing and painting. Dance, drama and music complete the experience of art, but

have not been specifically touched upon- Children gain experience and knowledge about the

physical world directly through their sensed Therefore sensory experience has been given a central

place. An invitation to children to be more aware of their senses is the beginning of many of ibe

activities.

'Ihe first part of the book offers some guidelines about stages of development in children^ art.

This is followed by some practical suggestions about organisation of art activities. This includes

organising materials, evaluation and display. Suggested activities under five sections - Senses, lane

and colour. Art and the environment. Art and math, and language and art - form the main part of

the book. The last section provides teachers with some ideas regarding the linking of art in the

curriculum and poses questions about the place of art in the school.

The activities have liecn set within die framework of broad subject areas with cross references to

show the overlaps and connections across the curriculum. The range of Suggested activities is very'

wide but ir is hoped that this will enable tbe teacher to select what is practical, appropriate and

useful for a particular class. Some preparatory activities have been suggested in relation to

particular topics.

All the suggested activities have been tried and tested in the classroom, The book ends with a list ot

reference books that have been useful and from which [ have drawn inspiration over a number ot

Years, ljkc any teacher I have gleaned ideas from several sources and adapted, modified and

extended them to suit the context of the children and the school, l hope that you would adopt these

ideas, COO, and change and adapt them to sui t your particular situation.

There has been a consdoUS effort to keep in mind cutting costs by encouraging the use of natural

and waste materials. There are a number of suggested activities that requite no specially bought

materials, i low'ever, it is hoped that some provision would be made to allow children TO emoy the

experience of painting and crayoning with colour.

Jane Sahi

bangalore, 2008





Growth of the child through art

All young children teaming to roll, crawl, stand ami walk follow a similar patte rn alt over the ‘world

l>ut each child within a particular Culture finds his or her own way ami pace to master mobility:

Similarl y, young children gradually find ways to give meaning to Sounds through a shared language.

Children hetween two and si* year; also discover a, visual Language made up of dots, dashes, vertical

and horizontal Lines, loops and spirals. These markings arc the beginning of pattern-making and

drawing and give a visual form to thoughts, feelings and impressions.

Here are some examples of children's first drawings.

These first markings are combined and repeated to make more complex patterns Including criss-cross

patterns and circles with horizontal arid vertical lines.The overlaid loops are then simplified to fotm a single

shape li ke a circl C. A CfOSS form is also often drawn.
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The drawings often show movements i if going round, up ami down anti going through. Sometimes these

drawings resemble hxttfi&fif-

BetWCCtl the ages of 2 to 6 years, children usually

begin to give 9 name to the pictures that they have

drawn. At first the pictures may LlOt look very

different from the earlier drawings. But tot tllC

child the act of drawing and describing what has

been drawn is a significant step.

A four-yQ&toHf cMfeJ rtescribeP this picture as a fro#

The human body is often the First thing A child represents. Sometimes the loops and spirals become a dosed

shape which, for the Child, represents the human person. "JltC head looks like the Sufi and the rats hecorne

the Legs and asms. The rays often Look like the antennae of an insect reaching out to touch and sense the

world around.
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Sometimes the human figure seems to develop from the criss-cross of the horizontal and vertical lines. The
rays from the head are often reduced to two vertical lines which look like the trunk of a tree.

With infinite variety, the child fills in the figure by

joining the trunk with a horizontal line. At times

the two circles become the head and the body.

Straight lines or loops, coming at first from the

head or from the body, become the arms and legs.

Gradually the child begins to find ways of expressing movement and different postures such as carrying,

bending and sitting.
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Children's first picrures of trees arc not based on close observation but rather depict the experience of the

largeness, exuberance and growth of the tree. Young children use colour to convey feeling and mood. They

are unaffected by the convention that assumes that the sky is blue, trees are green or the sun is yellow.

Children should be free to use colour as they see and experience it.

A child's first pictures arc often disconnected units but as the child weaves a story into the picture, she

explores ways of showing relationships.

Note: See Appendix I for further discussion.



Planning and organising

Planning a curriculum

The teacher’s role

Selection of activities

Materials

Storage

Space and time

Classroom organisation

Evaluation

Display and sharing

Planning a curriculum

The activities covered in this book need not he carried out in the order given here. It is

recommended that the chapter tin the senses should he the basis For introductory activities fur the

youngest children. However* within each section there is a progression and activities build on and

extend each other. Vt'e have made an effort to indicate skills or knowledge required for particular

activities and ways in which they can be extended. Hence, there are guidelines of how to build up a

sequence of activities.

i be ideas are meant as a resource for teachers to use in relation ro the work they arc doing within the

curriculum whether in environmental studies, math or language classes.

I he chapters on the senses and line and colour arc in a way basic to all the activities and can be

introduced as part of the art class. The sections Oil the elements and materials could either be

integrated into rhe appropriate lessons or should complement environmental studies in the art class.

The sections on patterns and shapes could form one of the math lessons every week and he

followed through as Suggested in the hook.

The activities QU dined ill the chapter on language could he integrated and adapted to fit in with the

language work so that the stories given in the textbook are extended LlltOugh art activities whether in

drama or through illustration. The ideas ahour making and illustrating the children's own Stories and

the sharing of news would gready enrich die children's active and meaningful usage of language.

Note that the activities have been marked with asterisks according to the level of difficulty:

* hour to five years anti above.
** Sis to seven years and above.
*** highc to ren years and above.

This; does nor mean that the activity call be done only by children of a specific age group. Many of
the activities can be adapted and extended to meet the needs of older children.
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The teacher’s role

Tlit following list outlines the tcachcrV responsibility in setring up a framework whereby

children can work with freedom ant! care :

* To set up a long-term plan that includes a range of possibilities with materials,

techniques and themes that is appropriate for the age, ability and experience of the

children.

* To select activities that children can work on independently with minimum adult

support.

* To organ i se the storage a nd distribution of material s with the help of children.

* To provide a framework for an activity, and introduce, dearly explain and discuss With

children its purpose white allowing for a variety of responses.

* J

lo include* support and encourage all the children in the class.

* To provide ti me to clean up at the e nd of the class.

* To evaluate and record children's work..

+ To arrange appropriate displays or share the children's work within the classroom tar

elsewhere in the school, using spaces inside or outside.

+ To plan how to extend and build on the lesson and rebut it to other areas of learning

such as language, math or environmental studies.

iVtfrtrrtLj fcsnjte pieces on rhe floor
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Selection of activities

For children below six years

Children below the age of six benefit from l>eing in close touch with a rich sensory environment. This tail be

supported, encouraged and guided by a teacher who provides a Space where children can be actively

involved in couching, listening, seeing, moving ant! manipulating materials, especially natural materials.

Asking probing questions that help children delve more deeply into wh at is familiar and answering their

questions helps them to be more attentive and to look closely ar their experience of die world.

Young children need plenty of. space and rime to explore and experiment with tools and materials, They

need support and practice to acquire skills in using a pencil or brush, and In tearing, cutting, folding and

pasting

In addition to many of the activities

suggested in the s^echon on the senses,

tlic following could be introduced;

* Exploring threads and sci telling

* Paper work - tearing cutting

folding and pasting

* Matching and comparing

Activities

* l^atternswith numbers

* Patterns and shape

* Sharing e xperiencc

* Responding to stories

* The making of stories

+ N umber stories

* Pre-writing exercises using

natural materials

* Patterns and writing

For children above six years

fbadually the child becomes more proficient in using materials and expressing ideas in pictures. At this stage

the teacher's role changes and she can begin giving more suggestions for topics to draw The teacher can also

introduce new techniques such as printing methods and collage.

Activities rhar require more derailed observation arc more appropriate for older children, Such exercises

include the detailed drawings of particular trees {p. 78), the drawing of each orders poses (p,35), and the

exercises related to practice in observation (p . 1 37) . Also exercises that demand more accuracy and technical

skill. Such AS some of the work with Symmetry and tessellations, are herter suited to older children.

i
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Materials

it is nut necessary tu hive a wide range «>f costly materials to produce imaginative art. In the past

different communities hive worked with limited choice of colour), materials and techniques but

have nevertheless created a rich visual tradition.

1-VupJe have always used what is at hand, such as the ivory from die seal, the bone of a dead animal,

rree hark, locally available wood or stone, to make tools and artefacts. Today, in addition to

traditionally used materials, a variety of new materials like wire, plastics and nylon, used along with

man-made objects, can provide a stimulus for imaginative and experimental work.

Through rhe exploration of a wide range of media and pools, children gain control of a variety of

techniques and learn both the limitations and the rich possibilities of different materials,

Natural materials

Seeds Seed pods heathers Shells Leaves Wtx kI shavings

Sand Charcoal Clay Straw Sticks Bark

Waste materials

t )ne- sided paper (i.e. paper used on one side, the other side being blank)

News-papers and magazines

Covers from used notebooks

Cards, matchboxes, cardboard boxes of all sues

String, thread, wool, ribbons

Fabric pieces from the tailor

Wt >od pieces, shavings and sawdust from a sawmill

Sweet wrappers

Silver paper from cigarette packets, tea packets etc.

Matting and sacking

bus tickets, theatre tickers

Wcddmgcards, invications

Eve ryday tn ateri als

Kubbct bands Toothpicks Buttons Bangles

Beads Wire Paper bags Straws
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Bought materials

i

Paper

Large sheets of bleached newsprint can be bought and cut into differenr sizes, Children on work not

only u-irli rectangular pieces of many different proportions buiwirh square or circular shaped paper.

Rectangular strips can l>e used horizon rally or vertically Sometimes a very small piece of paper can be

used. For example* to fit into the folded picture frame (see p. 93),

Papers with v-cry different surfaces Cart be used, for example* corrugated card produces a variety of

effects. A toll of paper could he used to make a mural and it is cheaper and easier to use than sticking

paper together. Newsprint can be used for practice and some activities. Two Of even three or four sheets

of newspaper can be stuck together with WOtda paste to form a strong base to make friezes or charts.

Kite/tissue paper comes in many colours and can be used effectively as a background to a displav and

for other purposes.

Potflt j'rt uSStf plastic Variety of wood sha\rbgs Layers of newspaper stitched !o
Dontainsra ant? (urajsftes in /otSSfc prorirfe a surface itjf druwmff on

Brushes

A variety of brushes differing in thickness and quality should be available In addition to arrises'

brushes, cheap thicker brushes from it hardware store can be bought for occasional use. Also very

tine brushes could be used when required. Brushes can be made frrun bamboo or other natural

materials. Other kinds of tools for applying paint such as toothbrushes, sponges, old combs, flat

spoons and rollers can also be used, if thick paint is used mixed with fltaida paste, finger painting can

be done.

Paints

Powdered paint can be bought by' weight and mixed with gum arabic as required. A wider range of

cheap colours is sometimes available as powder at the time of 1 loti hut ir is important to cheek that

rile colour is not permanent or toxic. In addition, various oxides (red, yellow and blue) arc cheap and
pt< nluce a range of colours. Nar u lalcnln u rs and dyes vail also be u sed (see pp 79, 1 &&}r
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Crayons

Wax crayons are very suitable for colouring and provide a richer range of colours than pencil crayons.

Oil pastels can also be used but these are more expensive. It these ate used in books, it is advisable ro

give a thin wash of
'

dilutedw ith water to prevent smudging White and coloured chalk and charcoal

are also useful for sketch ing bold outli nes before painting a picture or doing pattern work, f’clr pen s arc

costly to use but can he used for particular purposes such as drawing an outline, special writing or

labelling. Coloured pencils are expensive and do not give the bright, bold effect of wax crayons or oil

pastels but they do allow children to be precise and add details to their work.

Scissors

It is important for children to have scissors that arc the tight sme, Scissors should be sharp but not

poi rated. A settsf scissors could be kept for use in a container and used for different classes.

Paste and gum

Maida/atta pa&le

The cheapest form of paste is wheat flour. It should be sifted and mixed gradually with water so thar

lumps do not form. The mixture should be of the consistency of thin cream. This should be gently

heated. The mixture should be Sdrred continuously until it thickens and then cooled. To avoid rats or

insects eating it, salt or a mild disinfectant such as Lemon grass oil can he added. Alternatively, borax

powder can be added. I t should lie noted that this paste must be used immediately.

Gum arabic

Guilt arabiecan be bought and boiled with water, it esm then be strained and stored in a sealed container

for use as required. This is particularlv useful for adding to powder painr to rhicken ir and ro prevent the

paint from flaking.

Ready-madegum and paste can also be bought. There are cheaper forms of adhesive such as FVCjSmn?/

or artificial resins such as BrtifBand (available in plastic bags). These can he diluted with water for some

activities. Iris very important to keep this gum in a sealed container; otherwise it is wasted as it hardens if

left open. It is also important to wash brushes immediately if they have lieen used for applyinggum or

else the brush hardens and cannot be used again.

lr is more economical to buy larger quantities of gum bur ir is advisable to distribute small quantities in

lids or small containers such as sniail plastic bowis to be used as needed.
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Storage

Materials should he protected from damage (rata, white ants ami rain are the most likcty sources of damage)

and yet be easily accessible. Efficient storage of materials helps save lime, energy and money.

Cardboard boxes of a variety of sizes, shoe boxes* plastic frays and boxes, tins and plastic bottles Can be used

ami stored either on open shelves or shelves constructed with bricks and hoards. Boxes can sometimes be

reinforced by two or three layers of newspaper pieces and »Mi4u paste Jltld then painted Provide Separate

containers for as many items as possible and label them.

Materials should be Stored at a height chat Ls accessible to children, so that they can help in adding to the

Collection of such things as waste materials. Children could also help in rhe distribution, care and storage of

materials.

Materials may have to be shared among different classes* so they should be in containers that arc easilv

transportable, for example, paint could he kept in plastic jars with litis and placed in a tray, scissors in a box,

brushes in a tin, ctc.

l^rge sheers of paper can be kcpL in a wide shelf made, possibly, from an old blackboard with layers of

bricks to separate different kinds of paper. Waste materials such as hits of paper, tissue paper, crepe paper*

o >k sured card, brown paper etc* can be kept Separately in plastic bags. One-sided used paper can he kept in a

plastic tray.

Tin Sfunn vsi'rjviwe marttWi
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Space and time

A number of the activities that have been suggested arc best carried out on the ground, for example* on die

floor of a veranda* if it is difficult to shift desks in the classroom. It is also helpful to provide the children

with drawing boards (A4 clip hoards that are generally used for examinarion purposes or bardboard cut into

appropriate sizes). A newspaper folded and loosely stitched could also provide a fifmer surface to work on.

t )nc of the ways of evaluating children's artwork is the level of engagement and concentration they show;

and so it ]S essential rlinT-C children are given time to focus on their work. If possible tile timetable should he

arranged so that a double period can he given or a class that is before a break* so that children can have the

choice of continuing work.

Some art activities could he incorporated in the lessons when they relate to the topic which is currently being

Studied, for example, work Oil plants or shapes or symmetry. Other activities such as stitching or clay work

could be part of the art classes It is important that children have a sense of continuity ami arc able ro finish

work once started without undue delays.

Sometimes work cart be j^VCO as homework so that children can work ar their own speed aild level of

interest.

Classroom organisation

Some of the activities suggested are clearly intended for individual work. Others are tor children to work at

separately but each contributing to a whole. For example, when each child illustrates different sections of a

story and those pictures are finally put together to make a scroll. Children might also contribute a picture to

make a mural* on the theme of “the gatticn” or “the night" etc. Other examples of children working

together to contribute to a single outcome might be making clay models to produce a scene of the forest or

different shapes to make a mobile There arc also activities where children share their abilities arul skills to

perform a task, for example* the paper mosaic work Of some of the larger scale papier-mache work. Some

activities are best done in pairs of small groups and this has been indicated m the text,

Ctay ivorir on a varanote
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Evaluation

The teacher should be attentive Co niffns of children's growth by looking at their pictures. I Jowcvcr, i[ Is

essential rhar rhe teacher's comments should be constructive and supportive and not mocking, dismissive or

negative. Below are some guidelines ns assess children's pictures, but it Ls important to stress that the process

and rhe level of engagement is of great significance and that different children mature in different ways.

Three to six years

Expression

* Is the child confident to use the whole sheet i if papet?
(
Note that some children may prefer to

work with smaller areas and nt greater detail white others may like to work on a larger scale.)

* Is the child able to describe and give a name to what has been drawn?

* D( K:& rhe child draw simple geometric figures?
(
For exa mplc, A closed Circle add radii to represent a

perst in.)

* Does the child draw separate but connected shapes anti relate different objects and figures in a

picture?

» Is the child ready to descriitc rhe picture Ot rcli the Story of the picture?

* Does the child include details so rhe drawing5 lk)r example, are human figures given elaborate

features?

* Does the child indicate an inside andoutside, for example, in the drawing of a house?

* Does the child vary the subjects of his or her <Irawings?

Competency

* Docs the chi Id have control over the tools (pencil, crayon, brush, paint) she is using?

* 1 5 the use of colour random or chosen? Does the child min colours?

* I s the chi Id able to tear, cut, paste, fold pape r?

Sot in! and emotional aspects

* Is the child willing to work i ndependendy ?

* I s the chi Id able to concentrate on a picture?

* Dvics the ch ild enjoy drawing?

* Docs the child work with care?

* Docs ihc child complete a task?
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Six years and above

Expression

+ Are there signs of more atten mqi t< > detail k and distinctive features of trees, people and animals.-'

+ is there a sense of Jinking ideas and images to make a whole and inicrrcla tedcom position?

+ Is the child willing (o explore new topics and respond to different themes?

Competency in handling tools and materials

* Does the child use textures and lines in an interestingly?

* Is there a readiness to experiment and uork with different media or explore new techniques such

as printing?

* Is the child able to stitch independently ? What skills have been acquired through smelling

activities?

* ls the child able to manipulate clay- to roll* diape and coil the material?

Social and emotional aspects

+ Does the ell ikl Work i n an imagi native and personal way?

+ Is the child able TO work cooperatively in a group?

* I s the child rcadv TO sh arc artwn irk with othc rs and to appreciate atld liste n to otherswho sharer'

record of each child's work can lie made by keeping a few representative pictures from each ferm, by

observation during the activities, and then making an assessment hy looking at the above areas; expression*

Competency and the social and emotional aspects.

Fully engaged in an activity
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An important aspect of display is to make the classroom attractive and pleasant to tie in bur this is not the

only reason tor having displays and exhibitions. Pictures ate also a form of communication, so it is

hn|>ortant for children no he able ro share their work and to appreciate the work of others.

The work might serve ro stimulate the interest of the children both within the class and with other classes.

Sometimes the am work can be specifically related to their learning SO that through observation, questioning

and investigation, children ate enabled to increase their understanding

Ail children should at some time have thcit work displayed and nor only children who seem to be particularly

gifted. Care should be taken to choose work that has been done with interest, imagination and thought- Work
rhar is done ingroups, such as murals or paper mosaic work, can he used to decorate the mom in the form of
a frieze or mural.

Display and seiset/an of designs of too* COvucs

Practical suggestions

* Display areas sh< »uld nor be overcrowded

,

* Work should usually he accompanied by labels to explain The work and to carry the name of the

child who has done it.

a Care should be taken to arrange the work so that the lettering and pictures are visually interesting.

* Ensure that the work otl display is frequently changed and not left hanging till it becomes dusty,

torn and faded.

* There should I ic spate given ht itb for ch i Id ren's rywn work and For pri nred pictures.

+ M aterial s that arc hung Should not interfere wd th movement in the classroom

.

+ The floor, doors, windows and cupboard doors can also be used for displaying pictures.
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Exhibitions and display areas

Different levels can be created by using large cardboard boxes and covering them with plain cloth or paper.

Sometimes rhe objects can be placed Otl a background of pictures to combine borh two- and three-

dimensional aspects. The objects should be placed at a height where children can touch and handle them.

Labels can Ik made hy folding a card horizon.[ally in half so chat it can stand firmly.

Children can be involved in selecting, adding to, anti changing the objects displayed- For example, if the

theme is unusual shapes, the children can look around in the immediate environment for possible objects to

illustrate this theme.

The teacher may begin a display by arranging three or Four artefacts made of one particular material such as

wood anti then children can add objects brought from home.

The exhibition area should nor he a static, dusty, igpoted area hut rather the teacher can use it to arouse

curiosity and stimulate investigation by asking the children to sort and classify the objects, describe or

compare them, draw or write about them. Questions about objects might be: 1 low was it made? Who uses

It? How does ir work ? The same objects can be covered and used for playing a memory game.

Etepfay Of (Stiteyent naSuraS shapes and pvtwrn$
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Sensory experience

Taste

Touch

Ways of seeing

Sound and the sense of language

Smell

Word, thought and image

Movement and balance

Awareness of time

An essential aspect of art is our response to the natural and man-made world around us. It is through our

senses that we experience our environment most directly.

Children deprived of active involvement in their environment through their senses arc like children who arc

malnourished. Young children need the stimulus and challenge of sensory experience to learn and to grow in

awareness.

These exercises, unlike the sensorial materials suggested by Montcssori, arc directly related to the

surrounding and tamiliar world of the children and while some of the activities take place in the classroom,

others involve looking outside and linking experiences at home with school learning.

The exercises also should supplement a stimulating environment in the classroom and the outside area of

the school. Children should have the space and time to have a practical and creative experience of the

physical world in a natural and unself-conscious way. The exercises suggested here highlight and extend this

growth in awareness.
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Sensory experience

FurpDSC

These exercises help children become aware of ihcir relation to their physical and sensory cxpcricncc-

Thcy help them to activate their bodies 20 a thoughtful way and encourage concentration irt all areas of

work.

Materials and preparation

No materials are resulted but planning should be done SO that there is a clear focus to the lesson, thus

ensuring rhar the teacher builds on and extends the previous lessons.

Space and time needed

A period of observation and discussion would require 30-45

minutes. The walk could be arranged 111 the school compound or

somewherc nearby.

Question r for discussion

* I low do we know about the world?

* I low do yt >u know the way from home 10 school? (Th is c ou Id

lead to the beginning of pictorial map work.)

* Do you see and hear the same th i ngs every.- day?

* Did you see anything special on the way Do school today?

* What are the different things you see in the morning when you

come to school and the dungs you see when you go home in

the afternoon?

Activities

1. The children arc divided into five groups. Each group is given a task 60 concentrate on one sense;

seeing, listening, touching, smelling, looking at movement (leaves, artts^ clouds, etc.). They att told

that they arc going fora walk near the school and that each group will share what they Saw or heard

when they- return. Ask chc children ro try and remember rhe things they observed in the order that

they observed them.*

2. Sometime s it is helpful to give the children a very sped fie tas k when goi ng on a wal k. R >r example:

What rh i ngs can you hear but can’t see?

Look for things that are very quiet and still,

What do you see on the ground?

What round things can you sec?

A walk looking at patterns, man-made and in nature.

Finding rough and smooth things.

What things can you see but can’t touch?**
1

3. Groups of child ren are di rected to different locations in die school campus, for exa mple under a

tfCC, near the kitchen. The children then write down what they can See, hear, smell, etc. Later these

findings catl be pnesenred to the whole class.

A pictorial map of the way from

Poms to school
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Taste

Purpose

We use our sense of taste to recognise flavours and Learn about the wr»ild. Taste is possibly the strongest

sense (ora newborn baby. A small baby learns about the world by tasting everything possible.

Children are introduced to the idea that tastes differ and that there is a great deal of diversity in the taste

and catnip habits in different communities. There is no righr or wrong answers about tastes we like. Our
tastes are formed by what we are used to ami what i s available. It i s ats< i important for children to reali sc

that everything should not be tasted and that some substances arc harmful or poisonnus-

Materuds and preparation

Neerll leaves^ tamarind and small pieces of jaggery should lie prepared ahead of the class and kept in

clean containers.

It a visit to the school kitchen is planned, then some planning about timing and convenience should be

discussed with the people concerned.

Vocabulary

Sweet, som; salty, bitter. Soft, smooth, iunlpy, hard, juicy, tasty, chewy, gritty.

Space and time

Within the classroom.

Questions, for discussion
+ Which Tastes do you like or do not like?

* W'hat is your favountc meal? What is the worst meal you could think of?

* Does everyone like the same tastes?

* W' bat things have a bitter taste?

* What ki nd of taste docs ra marind have? Is it bitter? Or docs n have some other taste?

* Which fruits ate sour and which fruits site sweet?

* What happens i f we taste something and hold <»ur nones?

* D< s all medicines taste bad?

* With w’bat part of our body do we taste? {Children could look at a partner^ tongue and be asked to

share their impressions.The taste buds could be pointed out.)

* What r nher function do our tongues have?
* Wh at things should we not taste?Wr

hy?

Introductory activity

The teacher could introduce the lesson by giving each child a neetn leaf followed by a small piece

of jaggery and use this experience as a basis (or discussion ahout different tastes.
(
Some children

may he familiar wall tile idea of sour and sweet things made during festivals etc.)*

Related activities

Awareness of the ways wc smell (sec p. 31).

lire: The story of “How cooking began” (see pp- 71 -3).
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Touch

Purpose

The following activities arc to heighten children's sense of touch and body awareness. The activities help

children to explore the teKturcsof a variety of tsimitiar materials.

Vocabulary

Touch, feel, rough, smooth, cold, slippery, hard, soft, dry, wet, sharp, bristly, blunt, spongy,

pointed, richly, coarse, silky, fine.

Space and time

Open space.

30 - 45 minutes*

Q ties linn a for discussion

* I low du di therein things feel when we touch them?

+ What do you like CO touch ? Why?

+ What are the things that you don't like to touch5Why?

* What thmgs arc dangerous to touch?

+ Which things do we h ave to touch with great care?

* Why is It importan t for us to feel the things we Touch?

Activity

Introductory game

The teacher introduces the theme of

touch through a game,

The children arc divided into two

groups and then into pairs.

Each pair is asked to tuit and touch

something that the teacher names,

which might be a specific object, c.g a

Leaf of the neem tree, the stem of a

flower, sand, ot an object with a

particular quality like something

brown, something smooth,

something bumpy, etc.

A variety of less obvious tasks could

gradually he included***
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Exploring clay

Purpose

(Jay provides s cheap malleable material thar gives children a wide range of possibilities to

explore shape and form. It also reaches ihetn to develop a sensitivity ro the nature of the

material and to work Within its li mi ts.

Activity

"I he children sit outside or OH a veranda, Each child has a piece of newspaper to spread out in

front of her and is given a lump of clay. The teacher allows rbe children TO plav with the clav.

The children can make and change for ins freely. They can squeeze, roll, bend, twist or flatten

the clay. They will nodee that the more the clay is handled, the drier it becomes, I lowevcr, if

the children inis water. It will quickly become too wet to shape and handle. It is helpful to have
a damp sponge for the children to moisten their hands.

The work with clay can he related to the section on Earth in this book and can lead on to

thinking about the difference between mud, sand and clay.*

Additional activity' The children could discuss and make a collection of everyday things that

arc made of clay such as lamps* pots and statues etc. Pictures of ancient and modern clay

artefacts COuld also be shown. If possible, arrange a visit to a nearby potter. The children could

prepare for the Visit by first sharing some of their questions in class.

1-^

P-4rV
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Exploring texture

Purpose

Further activities to explore touch anc) increase vucabulary IO describe different textures.

Materials

A collection of objects that have a wide variety of textures, for example, sandpaper of different qualities,

different pieces of fabric (thrown away bits could he collected from a Tailor), beads, marbles, paper and

cardboard of different qualities, a range of barks and Seed pocis with different textures, etc. The children

could add more objects to this collection.

Activities

1, ITie objects mentioned above are displayed and then the children discuss hi™ to Sort them.

After rhe teacher introduces the activity by taking one example, for instance a marble, and

asking the children how it feck and whether there arc any other objects in the eollecdon that

feel rhe same, the children could, continue ro contribute ideas. If |>OSsib!c and practical, the

class could Lie divided into groups of six to eight children. Working with similar objects, they

could sort them into sets. The groups could then visit

each other and discuss how each group has- sorted the

2. Children could work in pairs. One child

blindfolded and the other gives objects, one by one,

from a selection. These objects arc to be sorted out tVJyL
into two categories, by touching only. For example,

rough/smooth, haul/soft, rounded / pointed-.
1** "

Bo in toil activities

Leaf or hark prints and rubbings (SOC p. $0)-

CoUageswith seeds, natural materials, cloth.

Exploring string and thread (see pp. fib-7).

Pattern and texture (See p 2S),

Relationships: comparisons and matching (see p. 1 01 ).

A collage using the teduHH
of natural ffflftdallff
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Pattern and texture

Purpose

The evefci St'S help children to be more aware of the variety of textures and to develop An appropriate

vocabulary to describe different surfaces: rough, smooth, uneven, fine, silkv, coarse, etc.

By making rubbings the children can be indirect touch with a variety of textures.

Materials and preparation

Children could contribute over a period of rime to a display of tilings with different and interesting

textures. Such a display might include sacking, bark, a brack and matting

They couid explore the possibilities of using different surfaces to make rubbings, using both man- made
and natural objects.

Pencil, chalk, crayon or charcoal could be used.

It may be necessary co tape the paper on to a vertical Surface, for example the bark of a tree, SO that the

paper is kept i n position

.

Space and lime

(children could make rubbings inside and outside the classroom. They could be encouraged to

experiment at home.

Activities

1. Take a random collection of Stones/ shells and sort according to texture. These could then be
used to make patterns.*

2„ Making tubbings**

Using natural materials such as Leaves, stones or bark, die

child lays a plain piece of paper over the surface and then

lightly tubs with pencil or crayon to produce different

markings.

Textures in the environment can also be used, such as

mats, brick?, rough walls, sacking, etc.

The rubbings can lie used to make designs it pictures

either by including them as a base or cutting and pasting

pieces.

Children COuLd work individually or together in small

groups to make a picture.
An maete- (mm whitings of

different matenaSs
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Purpose

Thu following activities help children to he more observant within their familiar surroundings about

colours, patterns and shapes and the relationship of things to each other

Questions for discussion

* What part of the body do we use to sec with ?

* l^ook into the eyes of a friend. What do you see there?

* What SttJpS you from seeing things?

* Do you know anyone who is, blind? What would it feel like to be blind?

* Can you find your way across the room with your eyes closed?

* Where arc our eyes positioned?

* Where are other animals" eyes - dogs, hitds, fish, ants- positioned?

Activities

1. Introductory game
As an intrtjduction, the children could piay the game “I Spy”.

H

’J spy with my little eye, something beginning with .

..”

Or alternatively, “l spy withmy little eye, something red.”

Or "
( spy with my hide eye, something round.""*

2, Amemory game
.MottridU

Before rhe lesson, prepare a suitable number of interesting objects. These could he

collected round a theme; for example things in the school, things inmy schoolbag, things in

the garden, things from the kitchen, etc

A dxpattti to cosier objects.

tt7jattod&

Place lb-20 objects so chat they are visible to the whole class. Ask the children to look at

rhem for two minutes and then cover rbc objects with a dhpaita. Ask the children to recall,

the coveted objects.

Variations

This game could be varied by making a collection of an equal number of rwo kinds of

things, e.g. big and small things, black and white things, rough and smooth things, natural

and man-made things.

The children can be divided into two groups and each group can be asked to recall one of

the two categories mentioned. **

Note;. 'Ill is can be made more challenging if the children arc not cold beforehand which category of

things they will be asked to remember.
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3- A garland map

Working in pairs, the children ace given

an embroidary needle With a double

thread knoned. The children go for a

10 minute walk. F.ach time the pairs

change direction, they pick up an

object such as a leaf, a piece of bark, a

flower petal or a Seed ptitf anti tie it to

the thread.

The order of the objects will remind the children of the route they took. The children can come
together and share the information about their different journeys and possibly guess which
paths were taken by different pairs.4 **

Looking at colour

Purpose

The children will Is? mote observant and more specific about the colours they See and learn tt>

notice subtle differences in colours.

Questions for discussion

*
'ralk about different colours and things that are associated with a partic ulflT colour, for example:

purple; grapes, Jammt, purple brinjals, periwinkle flowerypanada, flowers, and

grey; grandfather's hair, an elephant, a squirrels util, newspaper pictures, ash.

* Think about rhe colours in the classroom.

Make a list of objects under Colour headings. [This can be done orally if the children ate not ready
for independent wri ting activities.)

W hich colour is used the most?

Is there any colour which you can't sec?

Activity

A display area COuld be arranged focusing on natural and man-made things of a particular

colour or [lungs you can see through.

Re | sited activi li ts

Shades of colours* [See p. 39),

Natural colours from plants, (see pL79) r
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Looking at patterns

Purpose

Children bccotne aware of patterns in the environment and increase their vocabulary IQ describe thend-

Vutabulary

Stripes, spots, patches, checks, repeat, alternate.

Questions for discussion

* What is chc use o f patterns?

* Which animals, birds and insects h ave special patterns- stripes, spots* patches?

* Ijuoking at Our clothes, bow do we know that they arc ours?

* Wrhat ki nds of patterns do we see on clothes?

* Which people wear special clothes and uniforms for theirwork?

Introductory act iviti es

The teacher could ask the children to observe examples of patterns in the classroom. The

children could be taken for a short walk near the school and asked to look for patterns. They could

find patterns in rlic building such as brick laying patterns or patterns on the tiles, etc.

The children CQuld be encouraged TO look up and see, for example, cloud formations and pa tterns

of birds' flight or on the ground anti observe footprints Of tyre marks. They could also look

carefully at leaves, bark or ficwcrs.

Where else have children seen patterns?**

Activities

1, Draw yourself and your favourite clothes. ETescrihe the

clothes. What colour are they? Do they have patterns?

2k The children could make a design for cloth using pens or

crayons or a printing technique such as using string and

painr, (scep.87).

It mav help young children to fold the paper to make

clear sections, if they arc doing repeat or alternate

patterns, (sec below).

3. Elements of colour, shape, texture and pattern are

brought together very naturally in the making of a

mcindiifii or miffili and children could take turns in

decorating a designated area on the ground either for the

morning assembly or for special occasions and

Festivals.**

Related activities

Patterns using natural materials (see p. 85).

Pattern and writing (see p. 45),

Relationships, comparison and matching (see p. 101),

Pattern in relation to size, shape and number (SCC pp, 1 0 1 -8).
Alternate pafiam in (Arno cokJurs
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Looking at shapes

Purpose

The activities below are to hdp children to become more aware of shapes* both through body

movements and through familiar things in rhe environment. The round $Mpe - whetberof circles or of

spheres — is usually rhe first shape rhar children identify.

Time

These activities could be a part of the math class over tine or two weeks.

Discussion

Observe and discuss the different shapes in the classroom and the surroundings.

Activities

1, Using an Outside space

The teacher asks the children,, ehlicr individually or in pairs* to Form their bodies into different

shapes - e.,g. a pencil* a bah, a flower, a house, a por, a handkerchief, a closed bud, ere. It is

imps jrtan t to give a lor o f variety. There it. no singfe answer and ch ild ren can explore different

ways of showing the same object. This

says, “Stop!” and rhe children hav«

The first to move is oul**

2.1 [ and and font c li t-nyl s

The children can work in pairs and

draw found each other’s hands.

These shapes are cut and coloured

or decorated. The cut-out hands

can he used to make a joint collage,

tor esampie a tree nr peacock.

Alternatively the outline of the

foot can be drawn am! cut. These

shapes can he decorared -

¥

BiitJ$ri}yfromhand cut -outs

3* Matching leaves

'ItiC children Can work in pairs, liach pair is given one leaf of four to five different trees or plants

in the surrounding arcn, 'illC leaves should be of contrasting shapes. The children are asked to

find another one to make a pair of the five different kinds of leaves.*

'

Related activities

Pattern and shape (see p, 104).

See the section on Shape and form.

could be played as a game if the teacher every so often

? to try to hold their positions without moving

!'

'
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Sound and the sense of language

Purpose

We use our hearing to recognise sounds. The exercises below are to help- children become aware of the

SOuftds that surround us. Closely related to hearing is the sense of Language. ChiIdre n arc best evpnsed to

the rhythms and musk: oF the word through poetry and song

Vocabulary

Sound, noise, hear, listen, loud, Louder, high, low, musical, rattle, knock, whisper, shout, screech, howl.

Questions for disc Lisa ion following a. listeningwalk

* What did you heat?

* Did we all hear the same thing?

* Did we heat die sounds in the same way?

* Wh ich sound do you remember most?Why?

* Which sounds were loud?

* Which sounds were soft?

* Can you think of sounds louder than the school bell?

* Can you think of sounds quieter than the ticking of a dock?

* How did you sort sounds {c,g man- made and natural sounds, pleasant and unpleasant sounds, h appy

and sad sounds)?

* VCTrLch animals did you hear? Why do animals make sounds?

* Whieh sounds can you make with your hands?

* Which sounds can you make wi th your Feet?

Activities

* What sounds do we hear in the classroom? Examples might include a bell, the teacher's voice, rhe

Sound of chalk ort the board.*

* How are sounds different? Ijoud, soft, high, low, pleasant, unpleasant, frighteni ng, happy, sad, etc.*

* The children sit in a aide and each one is asked to find a special way of saying their names.*

* The children are asked Co sit quietly and still for two to three minutes. This is followed by a

discussion about the sounds heard *
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Purpose

Wcuse our sense of smell to he aware of the world, These exercises highlight what Children already know
and .gives them a vocabulary to express the experience. The children are able to understand that each

thing has its OUli smell. They are algo introduced to the idea that some smells arc harmful and dangerous,

Vocabulary

Strong, sweer, gas, rotting, fragrant.

Questions for discussion

* Do ail things have a smell ?

* Vt’luch part of the body do we use to smell?

* What arc the smells you like? Whar are the smells you don’t like?

* Do you have a bad memory related to certain smells?

* I fow do smells help us?

* W'by do things that are rotting and going had smell?

* What can you do to stop bad smells?

* Which animals are especially good at smelling?

Activities

b A smell walk

Following the discussion on smells, the children could go for a short walk and think about

smells. They could Share information about the different smells they have experienced. They
COtdd collect things that smell in a pot or bag and then share them with the group.

The walk might be a starting point for a discussion about smells In nature. Why do flowers

smell? Which flowers smell strongly? Do different barks and leave* have smells? Are there any
bad smells in nature? Docs the earth Smell? Do things always smell the same? Wlut makes
smells change?

There might also be a discussion about the smell of rubbish or the pollution of vehicles.’*

This could lead on to makings garden with sweet-smelling plants.

2 . Guess the smell

The children COuld be asked to bring two objects that have a distinctive smell from home. These
substances could he used to play a game by dividing the children into two groups* The children

take turns TO Ask the other team to identify the smell and Score points if the answer is correct.

The link of smell with Food and cooking might also be explored.

Related activities

See the section on Air and space (see pp.6.S-7fl)„
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Word, thought and image

Purpose

Far children, image, word and gesture are very closely c*mnected

.

Young children learn best through active engagement It is through drawing, modelling, gesture, drama,

puppetry and painting that children are often best able to give shape to their thoughts and express

feeling and ideas that they may not be able to verbalize. Visual language is both a means of expression

fot the child and hi tool for communication.

Children often respond to the pictorial world of the story and understand intuitively levels of experience

such as danger, fear, risk, pain and joy that they would not be able to grasp with the Intellect or words

alone (seep. 126).

The image becomes a visual language. It is particularly important for this time to be less structured. The

ceacbet provides support and sometimes guidance as to how to use the materials but the child should be

given maximum opportunities to make choices abour the content, the colours and the composition.

Instructions should be minimal and the teacher’s attention, should be on the process rather than the

product.

Materials

Powder paint mixed with gum in small plastic jars, a tin or plastic container With clean water, small fags,

]atg£ brushes, newsprint or bleached newsprint. Three or four children can share a scr of four or five

colours plus a container of water. Children can draw with chalk, pencils, charcoal or crayons. Newspaper

or one-sided used paper can be used loosely or Stlichcd to form a drawing hook.

Notet See section on Materials, pp. fi-1 Q.

Activities

1, Drawing

For very young children between four to five years ir is not necessary to give a Topic, as most

children of this age, if given the opportunity, will Grid their own themes and subjects. It is not

helpful to accelerate this period of exploration by asking the child to copy or by helping the child

DO draw stereotypical objects Ot by providing outlines for coiouling in. (This may improve

neatness but will not be all exercise in imagination or expression,)

Once children have passed the scribbling and the naming stages and have begun to evolve ihcir

own solutions to represent, they will be ready for more stimulus and structure IO extend theii

skills and explore new ideas.
1*
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2l Painting

Paint, unlike a pencil Of eren crayons, is more about colour chan line. Paine mav be difficult to

organise for a large class but mayhe a smalt group could rake turns to have the opportunity to

experiment wi th paint.

For young children it is best to provide large sheets of paper OI half 1 sheet of newspaper and large

brushes. The children will need guidance CO clean their brushes each time they take a new colour and

it is advisable Dr) provide a small rag with which the children can wipe their brushes so that they do
rtot get too wet.

Inibally, children wiil be mostly interested in the colours and the effects of paint itself. Gradually

they will lear n to produce separate and overlapping patches of colour and then begin bo use paint to

produce representational forms and patterns. With practice and interest they will learn to control

the application of colour and to include more detail in the pictures.

As in drawing in the early stages* children should be given freedom to experiment and make choices

about thieir own work. The teacher will have to set up dor practical rulesi for example, to restrict

movement, to avoid accidents and the careful usage of materials

As the child increases in skid and interest, the teacher can suggest new ways to use paint and to

stimulate ideas For subjects through observation, by recalling experience, and through poems or

stories*

Note: Subjects for painring might Include friends, a game, my mother’s work, rhe garden, coming to

school, a festival, etc.
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3. Collate

We discussed earlier flic idea of a display at exhibition, and how a collection of objects Cat! be of

interest and inspiration to children. A collage (this term was first used by modern artists about a

hundred years ago} includes a process of selection, organisation and arrangement which is visual.

Images may he materials or pictures that are collected and placed side by side because they have an

association of some hind. It is therefore not just a random process where children are merely learning

to cut and paste but one that should have an clement of thought and design.

There are a number of suggestions given in this book about a theme or materials that could he used

and often the children Call work with a combination of materials and media. Even very young ch ild ten

could respond to An idea; for example, of making a collage of things they have collected on a walk ot

selecting images of people Of shades of A particular colour.

Collage gives children a completely different media to work with arid can often he done with waste

materials or natural materials such AS leaves,wood shavi ngs, waste paper Ot doth.

Basic skills in [earing, cutting and pasting and sometimes folding need tn he practised.

Related activities

Wood shavings And sawdust (see p. 82).

Collages with seeds and other natural materials (see p. S5).
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Purpose
i

These exercises help children to recognise till mgs through movement. They also heighten awareness

about the wav we move.

Questions for discussion

How do we move?How do different animals move? How do things move through water? How do things

move through air? What things move up and down? What things turn round? What things move softly

and tighdy* noisily and heavily?

Activities

1. The children go for a walk and observe carefully all the things that move. They return to the

classroom Aild share all that they can remember about what tbev saw move. 1*

2 . A game: Ways of moving

The children form a circle and take turns moving round the circle* each one moving Ltl a

different and distinctive way; for example, hopping, moving sideways, bending, sliding, rip-

toeing, etc. No one should repeat a movement.**

3. Drawing each other's poses. The children could take turns to model for each other (ke. dance

poses) and make a number of quick sketches.^

Related activities suitable foryounger children

Exploring curves and straight Lines in the body and through movcTOCnr (see pp. 41-2).

Simple mobiles (scepp. 68-9).

Note: There is an obvious link whit dance and there would be many ways that young children could

be introduced to movement and dance where rhythm and balance plav a vital role.
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Purpose

Bir keeping a monthly calendar with pictures, children begin to have a sense of the year and how things

change and recur. The names of the days of the week and the months of the year begin to be seen m a

context and have meaningful associations.

Materials and preparation

A large sheet of plain paper Of newspaper painted white. Crayon and gum,

The teacher draws out a plan as shown below at the beginning of each month.

Soldi pieces of plain pape r cut to fit the spaces.

Vocabulary

Day, month, year, names of the days of the week and months of the year, seasons, names of festivals,

/v 1 i
f

Activity

The teacher prepares the chart ahead of time and at the beginning of the month introduces it to

the child ten. The chart is d i splayed at a height SO that small children can it sec dearly.

Each day one child is chosen to draw something about the day before, The picture niigjtt he about

Some event at School or in the community, for example, the celebration of a Festival or about

something personal. Alternatively, it might be about the weather or some change or observation

in nature. The teacheror an older child could wrirc what the picture is about very briefly.

U^_711jarii xlJjfltr.'Jurt- 4j -. -
. ILSI-,- . If

HTpr? , "l
Ti

l

Cettibraffng Diwaft in November

At the end of the month, the teacher can look back with the children to the significant events of (he

month."*

Additional activities

1 r Sec note about writing diaries in the section language and art.

2. A chart about each month could be made and the children Could illustrate the significant events

and changes in nature and in the community.- *

Related activities

See notes on the seasons : Monsoon, Summer (stc pp. 6l t
”4).
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Visually recording the daily routine

Purpose

To help children become aware of the cycle of day and night. h'or the younger children, clock timings

may not be appropriate but sufficient to have a sense of the rhythm and sequence of the day and night.

Materials

Paper, crayons andgam

.

Vocabulary

Morning, afternoon, evening, night.

Activity

The children could each contribute a picture to make up the events of the day: getting up rooming

prayer, washing rhe face, brushing the teeth, dunking coffee, packing die bag, going to school, etc.

The pictures could be put togechet on a chart and displayed on the wall, made into a stitched book or

made into a scroll.**

Additional activity

For slightly older children, dock faces could be drawn for

each picture to show the approximate time

.

Of tilt iflomrirtp.

artemflnn, anarang and night. m3
-Mi

* ^



Line and colour

Curves and straight lines

Pre-writing exercises using natural materials

Patterns and writing

Lines and markings

Colour

These activities include body movement* using natural materials and the more conventional tools

i'or dtiwing, Pencils, crayons, chalk, charcoal, ballpoint pens and Felt pens can all be used for

drawing Lines. There art many ways of making a line and children canbc encouraged to explore die

different media and the possibilities of making-different markings.

The actwirics given below would help children discovers range of possibilities so that they can use

these ideas and techniques in their own work but they should not be turned into rigid or repetitive

exercises.

it is important to allow children K> use colour according to their Own understanding and nor to

insist on conventional colours, such as saying that the sky should be blue, grass green,, the sun

yellow, efc However, children can be helped to become aware of the possibilities of colour and to

practisehow to mix different colours to obtain new shades.
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Patterns and writing

*

Decorative letters

A book cover design
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and straight lines
.. .

Purpose

The child begins to become aware chat the body, the whale of nature, and drawing and writing are made
up of -curves and s Haight lines.

Muted ;ds and preparation

Thick string to make a Straight line or chalk to mark the ground,

A dxputta for blindfolding

The teacher should select and plan a sequence of activities from the Suggestions given below for several

lessons. There should he some continuity from the previous Lesson and something new to sustain the

interest of the children.

Space and time

The children should each find a space where they can stretch out their arms without couching anyone. These
activities, could be part of a lesson for about 15- 2G minutes,

Activities,**

1. All the children are asked to form a straight

Line. It Is important for children to first try

to do this without the teacher's help. With

practice, the children will succeed without

any help.

3. The children are asked to find Curves in their

bodies- JltCSC might include using fingers,

aims, shoulders, the back and -even the

tongue.

2, The cliiJdren are asked to show straight

lines in their bodies. These might include

standing straight with arms down,

Standing straight with arms up, extending

fingers, emending the arms and Legs in

different directions, etc.
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&>asdfi£$

4. AH the children arc asked to form ciures. semi -circles and elides.

- j - *

r
„

I he children arc asked to draw straight lints and cunts in the air using different parrs of the

body Such fiS a finger, a a knee and a shoulder.

.
: '.is

'
V,

6. (.Children group in pairs and d raw straight l ines and curves on each other's back

,

7. A straight line is marked on the ground with a stick Of chalk. Alternatively a piece of thick string

can be placed on the ground. The children are asked to walk on it. They can practise walking

straight on their toes or heels.

The teacher can suggest that rhe children walk slowly or quickly.

The children could walk blindfolded cosechow straight they can walk without looking.

S. The children can be asked CO move freely, but without touching each other, in straight lines,

curves, loops or zigzags. The teacher could suggest different ways TO move, for CJtample,

hoppi ng, skipping and running

Different directions such as sideways, backwards or forwards can also be suggested.

Note: If the children often engage irt movement activities, then rhey will feel at ease and understand

the exercises as anotherway o f learning and noc as an interruption to the class.
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Pre-writing exercises using natural materials

Purpose

The link between patterns and writing seems a very natural one, something a teacher can encourage a

ehbd to explore. Children may already be familiar with the Loops and lines of fittiffiB pattern s , By the age

of five Of SLX, children can experiment wirh Straight lines and Curves,, both through movement And

through drawing. Such an activity would be an extension of che earlier play with line, movement, and

rhythm, 'fhete would still be an element of play and experimentation and there should not be pressure

on the child to achieve precise Alld perfect forms. At the same time an atmosphere of concentrated

artenrion and cate should be fostered

.

Before using pencil and paper or chalk and slate, which require fine movements mainly starting from the

wrist, these exercises give the children an opportunity to use the whole arm and shoulder.

By decorating the li nes and curves with natural materials, the sense of form is further impressed on the

child's mind.

Materials and preparation

Seeds, small sucks And stones can be collected and stored in containers for use in the classroom.

Space and time

Openground-

This activity could be done individually or in small groups while Other children are completing wotk or

are engaged in other work.

Activities*

1. Children draw straight lines, zigzi^g lines, curves or Loops with a stick on the ground And place

seeds, leaves, sand or small stones on the outline.
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2, Hie child-reel could write their name s u£inj£ natural materials such as seeds leaves stick s or sand.

HARSH 1TA

WAYANATARA
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Purpose

These exercises help children to develop ft rhythmic control find a firm hand without tension. This ls also

a preparatory exercise to help children be flexible,, confident and relaxed in writing,

The basic shapes of the letters include shapes shown in the pictu res below:

Preparatory activities

Curves and straight UllCS.

Patterns with natural materials, {see p. B5J.

Materials and preparation

Large sheets of unruled paper- Newspaper, chalk or charcoal can also he used. Wet chalk can be used on
the floor. Thick wax nr pastel crayons could also be used if avai lable.

A sequence of patterns written on cards (30 ems x 8 ems) can be displayed for children to Copy and then

develop their own combinations. Alternatively the teacher can select a suitable pattern from the chart

and write it on the blackboard.

If necessary, children can first practise on the ground with a stick and, to save paper, could practise on
newspaper and only whe n more con fident, make die design on plain paper.

SPace mid time

This is an activity that can form a part of a lesson or can be done when some children have completed a

cask and are wailing fot Others or be fore the end of the class,
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Activities

This work should be done on a large scale and not restricted to notebook size. The blackboard,

floor Ot laigc sheets of plain paper OI newspaper can be used. A long book couk! be made by

stapling strips of paper together for each chikTs usc-

Chalk, charcoal, paint or crayon ate preferable to pencil or pen.

Ac this stage, the children can use the given pattern but they should he encouraged to invent

their own designs and not only copy the teacher's pattern.

Additional activities**

* At a later stage, if possible, the children can also experiment with chest patterns to make

their own designs using paint which allows for larger strokes

* patterns and designs to decorate entrances can he made on the ground with stone

powder or chalk.

+ Decorating names-

* All-over patterns starting from a central motif and working outwards to fill paper using

pen /pencil (see picture below)

.

+ Contour patterns'; children diraW ait outline of a large, irregular shape on a plain A4 sheet u f

paper mid then draw contour lines with alternate colours to the centre (see picture below).

Evaluation and display

These patterns could be used as covers for books ot done on thin strips to place as hordeis

around charts on the display board.

wws
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Writing patterns

These have been used as The basis for developing a sequence of patterns suitable far praetice by young

children between five and seven years.

Painting patterns

Covers for PooIce
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Lines anti markings

Purpose

These exercises give children an opportunity to experiment with many different kinds of lines. It is a

continuation of the exercise that investigated, straight lines and curves in physical movement.

Materials and preparation

Pkin white paper, A3 orA4 size. Ff possible, use paper that has already been used on one side as this will

be a hig saving.

Newspaper.

Pencils, 2B drawing pencils if available-

Cbalk, charcoal, black crayons, black ballpoint pens.

It is helpful for the teacher to try out che suggested exercise* before die class.

Spate and time

These CJiercises could be done over two 45-mmutC to one-hour periods

The further activi ties would teguirc a full period each.

Activities**

1 Using pencils, the children can experiment in making all the different kinds of lines and

markings possible.

The teacher could stimulate the children further by making suggestions, such as draw a

twisting line, a broken li ne, a zigzag or a bumpy line.

Time should be gjvcn to lock at each Othcrt work and see how much variety is possible, The

teacher can help to draw attention to original ways of drawing lines.

2, The above exercise could be done with chalk, charcoal, black crayon, ballpoint pen or with

black paint.

Note: It is important to stress that the children, at this stage, arc drawing different: kinds of lines and

not representing things like flowers or flags or any other recognisable object.
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The quality of the NtW tft drawings

3. Taking a line fora waJk

This Hterdse could be earned emt on rhe lines of die game “Follow the- leader”, where one

person moves, in a variety of ways (skipping hopping, crouching) ainJ others follow. They

can move ill different directions - forwards, backwards* Sideways or zigzag and at different

levels, high and low, and at different speeds.

In the classroom* the cluldren can draw and imagine a line going for a walk and observe the

different ways they can show movements. The children could descrihe to each other how the

l™ i*v.I»n> Ti i ! --I I L J-1-J I pV J 1,1 ;^.i„

Takings Una far a ivaifr
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Purpose

These activities would help children to be more aware of the range and subtlety of different colours.

Preparatory activities

See section Looking a t colours (p. 27),

Materials and preparation

A collection of waste paper could be made osier a period of time and sorted into different colours and

Stored in plastic bags or containers. If available, powder paint,gum Slid brushes can he used.

Space and time

Floor space is needed for thiswork Newspaper can be spread on rhe floor to protect it from becoming

dirty.

The colour gradation exercises can be done outside or in the veranda that has Sufficient space.

Paper mosaics and collages require patience and time and can be quite bring for young children. It is

suggested that children work in small groups so dial the work does not become tedious.

Activities

1 The teacher asks the children what colour leaves are- The children will probably answer

“green” They can then go outside and collect leaves both from trees and from the ground

and sort them into different colours. These might include green, yellow, brown, purple, red

and white leaves.

2, The children could be asked, for example, to collect all the green things in the garden and then

arrange the different shades of green from dark to light. A similar exercise could be done with

brown or yellow.

3, A collage in greens could be made of

different media: paper, cloth, thread,

crayon, paint, etc.

4, The children can then explore colours

with black and white by adding them to

other colours to form shades of a

particular colour. How many shades of

green or gray can you make?

5, The children sort waste coloured paper

into colours and then, individually or in

small groups, select two colours and

make a collage or a paper mosaic.

Related activity

Making shade? of colours (see p. 391

),
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Art and the

environment

The elements

Earth

Water

Air and space

Fire, light and heat

Exploring materials

Plants

String, thread and

doth

Paper

The elements

Children learn about the world through observing, experimenting and making things. They

begin to understand the different qualities of materials and the nature of the Eve elements

through investigations and play. Children find a variety of ways to express what they have seen

and experienced through the different media of fingers, pencil, charcoal, crayon and painr.

Children also begin to realise that everyday things have a form in keeping with [heir function,

whether it is a ball of a spoon , a comb or a window

Some of the materials we use are thrown away and the disposal of waste, particularly noil-

biodegradable waste, has become a major problem both in rural areas and in cities. I n exploring

die qualities of materials and a range of thei r possible forms and uses, children become mote

sensitive and responsible towards the world of dungs that surround us, They also develop skills

and confidence in their own creativity and imagination,



Earth

The soil

Clay work

Sand, rocks and stones

The Soil

In tliis section, children explore the different quailtie* of earth: clay, sard and tucks. They also begin to

untie rstand the ways water and heat change the consistency of the earth.

Purpose

Activities

1, J"hc children could discus* the ways in

which earth and water are the same and

the ways in which they are different,

2, They could also think about animals

that live in water and those that live on

the land-

3, The children could collect ddtereni

coloured soils and could experiment

with making designs from these.

The soil could !>C powdered and sieved

and then mixed with water to make a

thick paste- This can he used as a paint

either directly With the hands and

fingers, with natural brushes made

from bamboo stems or with

paintbrushes.

The designs could be bold and large.

CofflecfJiflff tUftetenl types of so.ii

A picture using earth matenafe
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A journey through the forest Farmers at work



Arranging a mobile Flying a kite

The elements

A sand garden painted

Creation Stories

Boat-making

The seasons of the year

A chart about the

rainy season
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Clay work

Purport

The children explore the properties of day and practise shaping and moulding the matcrial-

Frep oratory activities

Exploring Clay (see p. 23) is a helpful introduction to working -with day.

Materials and preparatio n

Clay if possible, collected from a nearby lake or from a potter, a sheet of plastic Or newspaper or a flat

smooth surface that can be washed if water is available.

Gay can be stored in a bucket or container and covered with a damp cloth and closed to avoid hardening

or drying

Prepare the day before the dast Ptit a portion of clay Ibr each child in. a plastic bag and seal it, as it

ensures rhat the clay wilt keep its correct consistency. It also makes it casv to distribute and the children

can put it hack in the hag after the dass to be used again.

Damp sponges can be provided for the children to keepdieir hands moist as the clay becomes drier with

handling-

day tools Such as Sticks and blunt knives can he provided-

Some clay paste can be made to enable pieces of clay to be joined together. In small bowls, the teacher

can prepare day paste (slip). Tltis Is made by adding a little water Do clay and stirring it until it becomes a

thick paste [like mixture). The chi ldren can apply tltis With a brush Of with their hands.
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1, Simple shapes and forms

The children could experiment with making irregular shapes as well as simple regular forms

such as a sphere, cube or cy linder.

Each child can be asked IO make one or two larger forms.

Gradually, the children will discover different possibilities with the forms they make. They can

he asked to change the shape, to make hollows, holes, sharp edges and curves.

The children could he asked to make a very smooth, round surface.

Several children could join together to make a larger model Of sculpture.

They can use the slip to join parts together.

The forms can then he arranged arid discussed- The teacher cart Ask the children questions like,

Do the shapes remind you of anything?How do you feel about it?"

r
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2 , Making pinched pom

Be hire the class the rcachetCOuld experiment makings pinched pot,

A lump of clay is held in the left hand and turned round as- the

right hand is used gently to pinch the edges and a hollow l&

formed in the middle to make a simple pot.

It is important for the children to Learn to handle the macerki carefully and not to handle

1 1 TOO much to avoid drying or cracking.

3. Fantastic animals and people

The children can be asked to model im aginary people and animals. Tie teacher could sugg

that the figures be made in different postures such as kneeling, lying down, or flying to give mi

variety. The figure s can be grouped together for display.

Explotlilg the possibilities of imaginary figures in this way helps children gain confidence to

out different shapes because they do not have to wonytbout: recognisable or real isric forms.

M
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4, Exploring textures in clay

The children can roll OWE a Hat slab of clay using a rolling pin or a smooth bamboo cylinder. They

can then explore texture* by pressing pieces of bark or other materials such as casurina cones,

eucalyptus seed* etc. to make an impression.

Taking another slab/ule of clay, the children can use tools such as tooth picks, sticks or blunt

knives to copy a texture such a* the bark of a tree.

Variation

A flat slab or a smooch sphere can be decorated and added to by pressing clay pieces into the

surface, using the clay paste (slip} to ensure that it sticks.

Note: A firmer die can be made by making rolls of day of even thickness and Length, placing them

vertically together and joining with slip. More rolls of clay of Similar thickness and length

are then made and placed horizontally on top of the first layer- The surface 1* then made

smooth enough to work on by pressing and applying a little slip between the creases.
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Satid, rocks and stones

Purpose

Mnsr young ctliklren wUJ have had the evpcricnce of handling both wet and dry sand and discovered

many of its properties through play, band provides a very gocxl base for making patterns with natural

materials. It maybe possible to- collect sands of different colours.

Activities

1 . Dry sand can be pot in a shallow' tray and used for making miniature gardens or landscapes, making

patterns with sticks, leaves, Stones* petaJs and shells, etc. Constructions using twigs, sticks and stones

eari he made to build different landscapes that might include houses, people and animals,

2. Wet sand can be poured into different containers or moulds and turned upside down onto the flat

sand do make different shapes,

3. Alternatively, wet or dry sand, outside on the grou nd, can be used for making pictu res or patterns on.

Making landscapes with sand

The children could make a collection of stones and rocks and display them. Stones can he used to

make patterns, also for construction or COutd be painted to highlight some Suggestion of an animal

or person.

Rocks and stands in the landscape Surfing stones tn me tfrssrccm



The monsoon ..

Tank^t wells, rivers, lakes“an

Water and other materiafe:;^

TJoatitigf.afui ^ -"d»

The everyday experiences of how water acts with different materials, such as how it mixes nr doesn’t

mix with substances, how some things float and Others sink, the patterns and changes that water

creates, etc., can he reinforced not only through science classes but also through dose observation

and practical art activities,

Ry adding water some materials are given shape. For example, rice flour or ra#' balls arc made by

mixing dry flour with water, thapaiii AtC shaped from dough mixed with water. When water mixes

with earth, clay and! mud are formed . The children will have experienced the flowing quality of dry

sand andhow wet sand can be formed into shape*.

Water can also dilute and change substances SO chat they lost their shape. And it can change Solids to

liquids. For example, the rain may carry the top soil in a flowing brown stream.
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The monsotm

Purpose

To help chilli ren become more a(ware of their surrounding? atid how seasons change the environment,

The effects of the monsoon ate very visible co every child. There arc special smells, colours, textures and
sounds connected to the experience of the rainy Season.

Activities

1. The children could he asked to describe their experience of the rains. A poem about the

rainy season may inspire children.**

2, The children could be asked to draw or paint something particular that they think of in

connection with the rain. Subjects might include the growth of mushrooms, the whirc-ant

flies, playing in puddles, ploughing, [he morning after the rain, returning home in the rain,

taking shelter under the tree, me in my new raincoat, patterns made in the soil as water flows

down, people With umbrellas.

It helps the children if they can begin to have a word-picture Or an idea in their mind of
something particular before they start.**

Wilfmg and drawtog stout itia rain

3. Alternatively, the children migh t copy or write apoem about the rai n and illustrate it.**

4. Actual experiences, both of floods and of drough t, and stories about them could he used as

a rheme for pictures.**
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Tanks, wells, rivers, lakes and the sea

Introduction

Discussion abuut the sources, us£S and storage of watcr-

Discussion about animal life in tanks, rivers and the sea.

The children could be encouraged to notice the patterns on water, how ripples form, reflections in water

nr wave* on water.

Activities

1. The chfldten could dunk about where they get waiter from and draw a picture ahowiiig; what

is famil iar; for example, the pump, the well h
a water tanker, a canal or a tank

.

Sources 0/ IMSter

2r The children could make a mural of the things and animals that are under the water.

If possible, the children could look at fish and observe the special forms of different fish that

enable them to live and move in the water. Alternatively, the teacher can show pictures and help

children observe the variety of shapes and forms of fish.
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Water and other materials

Activities

1. Wax and paint

Wax crayon combined with thin poster paint is a practical way of observing and using rhe

qualities of materials that resist water A picture is made with wax crayons and rhen using a

brush, a coat of thin paint is applied ail over.

A white candle or white wax crayon can he used to make rubbings of different textures on a

white piece of paper and then covered with thin paint.

PiCtuTBS of the night with candle w&x mtf Naeff paint

2. Marbling

Tllis is an activity for small groups but the children can see how patterns arc made using the

surface of the water with oil -based paints,

* I lalf Fill a shallow rectangular container with water.

* Drop three or four drops of ei ther enamel paint or printing ink on the surface of the wateT.

"Iwo or three colours could be used-

* Blow the surface of the water (a Straw helps) or gently sti r with a Stick to disperse the colour

and make patterns.

* I jy a white sheet of paper on the surface of die water and then remove it to dry,

* USC this sheet to Cover books or cut ir in strips to make decorative borders for notice boards.
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Floating and sinking

Activity

The children may have observed things that flour and fink, either in [he classroom, in the science

class or outside. Ask the children to design a raft of boat with any available material including natural

materials such as seed pods, twig?; tied together, loves stitched together orwnod.

1 jo*iking at the children^ models, discuss how rhe shape, size am! material affects the efficiency of

the boat.

VT:

m
i .

A more difficult task would be to ask

who can make a boat that can carry the

most wooden beads or some other

countable Item.
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Air and space

Rymg Jtffcas

Making a house

Mobiles

Constructions that fly and move

Children will all hive hud experiences of constricted Spices and open spaces. OlIT fear of darkness is

partly due to the unknown bur also because of a sense of limited space. Light opens up spaces, frt the

following activities, children begin tn think about OUt different experiences of Space and how
structures and buildings create spaces, how movement is possible within spaces, for example, in

making a mobi Ic.
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Making a house

Many children have had the experience of transforming a secret place or corner into an imaginary world.

In the child'? mind, this space may become a Knar, a house, a bus or a rave. Thin may be made with

natural materials, outside in a ditch dr under a tree, or inside with mats, boxes, sheets ami bolster* or

whatever is near at hand. Sometimes, it may be a space large enough to play in nr small like a shrine in a

sand tray.

Here is a story from North East India of bow the first house was made with the help of animals.

The firs t house

Long ago pe< >ple did not live in houses. They HX ik shcl ter u ruler trees or in caves bur it was

verv difficull in the rai n and the cold and i n rbe wind and the hot sun

.

One day two friends decided drat they would like to live in a house but they did not kn<>w

how to begin mak-vi. a house. The two friends went and asked an elephant how they should

begin, The elephant thought and then said, “You must make four pillars as strong and as

thick asmv four legs. Put don’t ask me what CO do neat because 1 have no idea."

'Hie two friends did as the elephant had suggested and made four Strong pillars. Then they

went CO the snake and asked him what they should do next. 'Hie snake thought for a while

and then said,
LiYou must make some poles as long and as thin as I am, But d-nn r ask me what

to do next because I have no idea."

The two friends did j.u£t as the snake had suggested but the house was still far from finished-

Thcri they went to 3 she-buffalo and asked her what tn do next. The she -buffalo thought and

ihcn said, “You see the skeleton of rhls dead buffalo' You must make a roof structure like

the bones of a buffalo. But don’t ask me what to do next because 1 have no idea."

The two friends did just as the she - buffalo had suggested but the hi )USC was snll not finished.

Next thev went to » fish ami rhe risk said to them, "See rhe scales on my back You must

make a covering for the roof using layer upon layer of dried leaves just like my scales.”

The two friends made the roof and now they had a house dial sheltered them front the wind,

rhe rain, the heat, atid the cold-

Pencil dnawnifif of tfie story of The R is-l house"
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Activities

1. The children could draw pictures CO illustrate the story or rlicy couid draw their own house,

Often young children's pictures of hoUECS vividly express the idea of an enclosed space but

may not be a realistic representation of the bouse. Sometimes a eLaild’s picture of a house

looks Like a face with two eyes For windows and a mouth as a door. It is as though the children

see the house as a parr of themselves.

Mata'n £r consrfucitlbos
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Mobiles

A mobile is a sculpture ill space, 1 t is not just the hanging of objects. Racher, attention should be given to

the movement that is possible and the relationship of the objects to each other so that a balanced and

interesting sculpture IS made. Mobiles are an effective way of making a more interesting display where

wall space is limited.

It is important ro bang rhe mobile In a place where it does not obstruct the children's movement. It is

visually more exciting if the decorations can be hung in such a way that they can move finely. If possible

hang them in a place where there is some wind; for example, in a doorway. A mobile should combine

elements of balance and movement, T jgbter materials such as thin card move more easily and ate more

suitable than heavier materials for the construction of mobiles

Older children can create more complicated designs- Listed below are given A few suggestions for

simpler mobiles that would require minimum help from the teacher.

1, Using a branch

The simplest mobile can be made by

using a dry branch of a tree to bang

objects or pictures. Birds^ butterflies,

fruits and flowers can be cut from

card and coloured on both sides.

Alternatively, thin clay models can be

made and A bole punched to thread

string.

The children could be asked to think

of ah the creatures that might be

found on a tree including insects,

children climbing, monkeys* squirrels

etc. or they could imagine a magic

rree.

2. Around mobile

This can be made by suspending a

hoop or a ring of wire.

Shapes related to a particular theme

such as fish, animals or dancing

figures can be drawn on card, cut Out

and coloured on both sides. Holes

can be punched at the top of the

pictures and threaded. These could

then be bung from the ring at

different lengths.
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1 • Place ail the objects and sfitks on [lie floor.

2 . Tie the sticks and objects Approximately. (Make

sure that the objects do not touch each other.)

3. Tie a string against: a wail.

4. Tic rhe main string on to rh is,

5. Now balance the sticks and put A little gum on
each hanging thread whctl all the objects are in

place. The mobile is balanced with the sticks

horizontal to the ground. This is so that the

strings do not move.

3. Paper mobile

A stiff piece of card, such as the cover of an old notebook, can be used to support a mobile.

Holes are punched at rhe corners and string is threaded through them and shapes or figures are

suspended ar different heights. A central hole is made in the card and string threaded TO support

the mobile.

4. Using slicks

Themes such as birds or butterflies or a design using natural materials such as seed pods, twigs,

leathers, seeds etc, tan he hung on sticks at different levels. Simple mathematical shapes can be

made in pairs and cut in such a way that they siot into each ocher as shown in ihe pictures below:

in assembling a mobile with two levels, ic is easier rostarT from the bottom up.

Main string
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Constructions that fly and move

Different kinds of" models, such as fish, gilders, hclkofrters, parachutes and kites, can he made.

The children can experiment to see which shapes and sizes are most effective for flying.

Interlock slits

and throw

upwards

Origami plane

Told the top flaps to

the left on both

sides- Then open out.

Parachute

The children can be asked EO design a parachute from plastic bags Of

paper, String or thread, bottle tops. Straw, rape and any other

construction materials. Children can think about the design and how

besr to make a pa nachute that falls slowly TO tbe ground

.

A kite IS tmote difficult to make hut could be made with [he help of older children.



Fire and cooking

In thin king about fine children become more aware of how heat and fire change substances. Through telling

1 story children can imaginatively enter into tilt wonder of how fire was first used by human being* and the

sense of risk arkd danger that it involves. A number of smries rhat Cell llOW fire was first used stress the sense

of interdependence between human beings and animals.

The experiences of day and night and fight and darkness are very significant for all! human being! Many
stories and myths relate to these themes. I leat is also associated with the Sommer season and children can

think of the activitie s and events connected with summer.

How cooking began

A Suritlmli story

The first people on earth did not know howto keep a fire but there is a story that tells how tire

was first used. One day, there was a grand wedding I he bear and Lite cat were to he married.

Many guests came front fitt and neat and there were all kinds of four- tooted and tWO-lcgged

creature! After the garlands had been exchanged, the animals sat down to eat the wedding

lunch. The animals were not happy because the food was not Tasty— everything was taw and

hard to chew.

I :ie only creature that was able to keep fire was the firefly and he would not share it with

anyone. The animals began tn discuss who would go and bring the fire to took rhe wedding

lunch. The squirrel said chat he was too small. The leopard said that he was LOO spotted and

that the firefly would see him coming from a dis tance. The elephant said that he was too big

and could not hide. The peacock said that he did not want to spoil his bcauufid rail in a fight. In

this manner, all the animals, one by one, made CXCUSC! At last* the tiger said that he would go.
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The tiger set off running between the taU grasses and the trees until he saw the firefly bright with

flames;.

The firefly an<1 the tiger began to fight. Just as the tiger was about to crush the firefly; the tiger was
changed into a Leaf, blowing this way and that with the wind. [ ie tiger also used some magic and
fortunately his tiger shape returned. Then the fight began again and the firefly changed the tiger inm
a pile of dust. This rime when the tiger's shape returned be was even more fierce and was about to

Overcome rhe firefly. The firefly begged for mercy and promised to give the tiger some lire.

The tiger returned to the wedding party with a burning stick on a leaf. The fire was used to ccxik flic

wedding feast aild never had there been such a banquet.

Activity

The children can collect charcoal and ash and .make pictures by drawing with charcoal and adding
ash by sprinkl i ng it oil the paper where gum has been applied.

By dipping the charcoal in water, the children can make dearer lines.

The children can experiment with charcoal to SCC the different ways markings can be made, such as

dots or patches of black orgtey colour, and USC these ideas to make lllCIt pictures more varied and
interesting

Darkness and light

Many children have a fear of darkness. It is often helpful forcliildren to express and share both their negative
and positive feelings and experiences of darkness and night.

The children could be asked to think of tilings, people and sounds they think of in the night. They might
mention Owis, bats, lamps, scars, thieves or ghosts. They could make a murd together of things in the night.

Alternatively, they could draw- a picture with wax crayons and then paint over it with a thin mixture of black

paint.

Older children might write and illustrate a dream they have had.

festivals such as Diwatiare important occasions for thin king about the relation of light to darkness.

Roly ted activities

The making of SLOrJes (seep. 131).

A stai ned glass, window effect can

be made by cutting out the shape

of a picture drawn on a black cart!

.

Coloured kite paper is cut and

pasted on flic reverse side. The
picture as best displayed against

the light (sec p. 75),

C-vSebrsting Diwati
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The summer season

Purpose

To help the children become more aware of their surroundings and how seasons change the

environment.

Summer JS associated both with changes in nature and inhuman activities.

Summer may be associated with mangoes, new leaves and blossom of certain trees and dry tanks and

riverbeds. Certain *erivities are also associated with summer, such as rhe making of bricks, the leisure of

holidays, carrying water, playing undier the full moon, sleeping outside, etc,

Activity

The children could draw or paint their experience of suiuntcr. Each child could think of

something quite particular about summer and the pictures could he put together [O make ft book

or chart about the summer season.

See the pictures of the summer season below and otl the following pages.

f

Additional activity

The children can he asked m represent the summer season as a person. The mood and colours

associated with rhe season can be shown imaginatively (see p. 75).



The summer season
75
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Garland from seeds and flowers

A rainbow of colours made from

the rubbings of natural materials

Picture made from pencil shavings Plait from waste cloth

Patterns based on natural forms

String collage

Print using okra (lady’s fingers)
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Natural colour

’Vliaf prints, rubbings and designs

Wood-bark rubbings

Shapes from twigs and brandies ^ -

* ^ Necklaces from seeds and pods^j^
'

\ Collages with natural materials-*

,

String, thread and cloth

Exploring threads
/ { \

• i # ]

Patterns, designs and pictures using

String prints \
Cloth collage if f

^^^tching V
.

-y

Basic sk

Paper crj

Plants

The children could make a mural by first preparing a background of two layers of newspaper

and then colouring it with mud that has been mixed with water to form a brown paste. On this

background, the children could draw, colour and cut out trees, plants and flowers. The children

could be encouraged to observe the shapes and colours of very different trees and then to

choose a particular tree or plant that they would like to draw. It helps children to talk about

different trees and then draw from memory and for older children to make sketches looking at

the tree itself.

A riddle book could be made using pictures. In addition each child describes the leaves, bark, flowers

and fruit of a specific tree without mentioning the name of the tree. The other children try to guess

the name of the tree.
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Questions for discussion related to a tree

* What L5 the name of the treer

+ What makes this tree different from other trees?

* What colour is the bark? Is it all one colour?

* Is there a pattern OT1 rhe bark?

* What is the shape of the tree i
f you look at Lt from a distance?

* What shape arc the leaves?

* Arc all rhe leaves green? What kind t sf green arc the leaves?

* Are there fruits* seed pods or flowers on the tree?

* If there are flowers* are the flowers cully one colour?

* What can you see under the tree?

Different kinds of trees in our village

m1
*
ffi
?Bf

i

iDrtiiiitrtitf
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Natural colours from plants

If possible show children examples of ajarakh! ktfiamkan prints Or pseturex. They could observe thar

only some colour? are used and a discussion about dyes and colours could follow. Then they could reflect on

natural colours, that are available in the surroundings

The children can experiment by rubbing leaves and petals -cm white paper to see which colours can he madc-

They can use different parts of plants such as seeds, roots and wild fruit to see if they can find other natural

colours.

The children can share their findings with the group and discuss some of the Following questions

* What makes the colours different?

* Were they able to find all the colours?

* Were there any surprises?

Then working together, the children can make a rainbow of colours;. They could be reminded of the order

of colour* (sec p. 7b).

Strouper colours could be prepared and applied with a brush. For example:

Green

Cut up leaves and boil in water, strain and ust

Yellow

Mix bsldi with water

Orange
Boil the flowers of the flame of the forest or marigold petals. Strain and use.

Blue

Blue morning glory flowers when moistened and rubbed give a light blue colour,

Purple

The skins of onions can be boiled and the water strained.

The juice of /s/nnm and iff)tana berries also gives a purplish colour.

Pink

Boil beetroot in water.

Brown
Use strained tea or coffee.

Mud diluted with water lists provides a variety of brown shades,

HaUi can he mixed with ash, lime and soap to create reds and browns.

By using charcoal for black and powdered hricks for a brownish red the children can make
pictures from natural materials.

Note: Gum arabic can be added to make the colours rhickcT-

Sce Appendix IV for more information (pp. 155-56).
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Leaves

Leaf prints

Materials

Leaves of different shapes, sizes, a plate, thick poster paint, white papeT.

Activity

Pur some thick poster paint on a plate. Then put a leaf facing upwards id the pamr or

alternatively paint the underside of the leaf with a brush.

Place the painted leaf on paper and cover with another piece of paper and gently tub.

J

fbc patterns of leaves can he used to make a design or a landscape; for example, by putting rhe

leaves vertically to make them look like trees. More rhan one colour can be put on each leaf.

The leaves can be overlapped by placing three leaves together and applying different colours on

each. A sheet of paper is placed on top and the three leaves are gently rubbed.

The leaf patterns can also be used CO make birds, flowers, ani mals or people and features such as

eyes, beaks etc. can he added.

Note: The tops of ladv's Sngets, carrots, md some flowers can also be used to make prints.

'
I

Leaf rubbings

Activity

Faiaf tubbings can be used to make designs ot pictures.

Leaves with clear veins ate placed on newspaper and a white

sheet is placed on top. Using crayons the top layer of the white

paper is gendy rubbed to make the impression of the leaf.

Leaf designs

Materials

leaves,gum and paper; alternatively just leaves,

Activity

Colled leaves of different sizes, shapes and colours.

The leaves can be arranged to make all kinds of

designs.

The leaves either be Stuck with gum on paper and

displayed or tiinc can be given fnr children to look at

each others work on the floor Ofground.
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Wood

Wood, as <1 material LS entirety different from Sand, clay or paper. Children are familiar with it through

many different forms: fallen logs, wooden furniture, ladders* drums, shaving?, charcoal and firewoud.

One way of stimulating ideas is to have a small exhibition, Hie teacher could display a few wooden

Items including some pieces Oi wood Such as bamboo. The children could add different irems of

wood or unusual pieces of wood to make an intcrcsti ng evil ibirion.

The collection might lead to a discussion on differenr kinds of wood and which kinds of wood Ate

used for particular purposes.

Patterns from wood and bark

Materials

Paper, tape, c rayons.

Activities

i. Itubbings

Children can find different tCKturcs and patterns on wood.

Paper can be placed and, if necessary taped, on to bark,

stumps of wood, cross sections of the trunk or pieces of

wood The knots in wood might create an interesting design.

The pattern is made by gently rubbing a crayon in one

direction.

The patterns can be labelled and displayed or used together to

make a picture or a background fora picture (see p 77),

Jr C% luiprrriiwij

The children can use pieces of bark to make impressions on

clay. Picture ana1

description of tfie

&9rif otatWWya ires
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Wood shavings and sawdust

MitcriaLs

A variety of sortedwood shavings and sawdust collected from a sawmill or carpenter, gum and paper.

Activity

On plain paper an outline Ls drawn in pencil or chalk.

Diffident areas are covered with gum. Sawdust and shavings of

different colours ate sprinkled appropriately.

The paper is gently shaken to allow the excess sawdust and

shavings to fall off.

These materials can be used in conjunction with Other materials such

as sand, ash „ string and charcoal . Alternatively, colour can be added.
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Shapes from twigs and branches

Materials

branches and: twigs collected b%' tLte children,

Activity

Children can be encouraged to collect twigs and branches of unusual shapes that have fallcn-

Differeni parts of rhe coconut tree - the shell, bark, fibre, leaves and sticks — could also be used.

The shapes may suggest to the children particular animals or birds.

The bark can be carefully scraped from the blanches and arranged in a way that at Suggestive of

an animal or bird . The figures could he made to stand in sand or in clay.

The children can experiment with making different kinds of constructions.
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Seeds

Threading garlands and necklaces

Purpose

There arc many ways tor children to explore pattern- making with natural materials on the flat surface of

the ground or hy using thread and String

Materials

Seed pods of the bauhinia, eucalyptus* cassia, shells of groundnuts, other seeds* flowe rs and leaves.

Activity

Seeds and seed pods that art not too h ard for children to pierce a hole in can be threaded to make

patterns and tied to make a necklace. Garlands can be made that use a variety of natural

materials. A3rcmarc patterns could be threaded varying size, colour or shape.

Di splay

These garlands could be used to decorate the classroom for a special occasion.

f Jrhcr home made jewellery can be made and the children could have a small sale or the items could

be taken home as gi fts.
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Collages with seeds and other natural materials

Materials

A variety of seeds can be collected and sorted. These might include: casuirinfl cones, eucalyptus seeds,

water melon seeds, tamarind seeds Sltvl Other natural materials.

Clay orpaper,

Activity

Natural material* such as dried stow, broomsticks, grasses, coconut fibre or the liusk of corn can be

used to malic a design on paper and stuck with gum. A design from seeds Could either be pressed

lightly into day or stuck on paper. A collage ceiuld be made with heeds of two colours or small and

big seeds or rough and smooth seeds or seeds of two d istinct shapes.

Note; A mask. COuld also be made using clay as a base and pressing straw or natural fibres Into the

clay

beat plates and leaf cups could be used as a base for masks.

Related activity

Collage (see p. .14).
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String, thread and cloth

Pitfewiif fnpes of Jflujftcrs

There arc many ways children can explore the qualities of string, thread and cloth, both in making and

constructing things and making collages and pictures.

Exploring threads

Materials and preparation

It is a good idea to encourage the children to collect long and short pieces of string over a period of time.

These can be stored in a cardboard box- Very often string is just thrown away but it can be used for a

number of art activities. The children will soon realise that there arc many kinds of String, including

nylon string , coconut twine, jute, cotton thread and wol,

Stringand thread atsocome in varying tliickncss andcolour-

Activity

Each child can choose a piece of string The children can experiment with the string and then its

different qualities can be discussed. The children may also want to know the sources of the

different types of string and which are man-made and which arc natural They can also contrast

different threads noticing, for example, how nylon thread makes tangles or wool is soft and

Springy.

A display could be made by cxpcrimentingwith the threads and arranging the different effects by-

stick ing them on a black background. The strings could be unravelled, twisted, plaited or

knotted.
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Patterns, designs and pictures using threads

Materials

At least four different kinds of thread varying in. colour Atld thickne Se. Strong gum, card
,
scissotS-

Autivity

Thfl children can first spend nme experimenting with different possibilities of arranging threads

on a piece of card.. Vlie earlier activity of exploring the different wavs String can be used by

unravelling* knotting making tangles, etc. will help them to use the special qualities of string in

original ways.

When they have chosen a final design* tllC children Carl stick it down. They can make designs,

patterns or pictures.

Note: Children COuld plait thre ads, strings or wool and use these to make a border or as part of their

design.

String prints

Materials

String, wooden blocks,gum

.

Activity

The children can make printing blocks by making a design with a piece of stri ng on one face of a

wooden block and sticking It down firmly. Paint can be applied on the design and used ro make
patterns on paper.

MS M
M W
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Cloth collage

Materials and preparation

Pieces of cloth and thread can be collected from tailors- and stored- These arc often very small pieces and

would not require cutting.

Card, giim.

Activity

The collage could have a theme such as two colours or rough and smooth materials.

Alternatively, die children may like to make a picture or figures,

Older children COuld Stitch the material instead of Sticking It with gum and add other materials

such as bits of ribbon or lacc if available.

Stitching

Stitching on cards

'iltc children can Stitch on a card that has a simple partem Oil it and holes pierced with a needle at

regular intervals. A hlunr needle that has been threaded with double skeins of c rochet thread can

be used and the stitching could be also done by using a running stitch indifferent colours. Make

sure that all the rhreads finish on the back of the card add the front is neat.

The designs could be drawn either by an adult or by the children themselves.

Two lines of a poem can be written tn large letters on the card and then stitched-
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Piper can be used as a surface in many ways for drawing, painting, making collages cm, hut it can also be

used as a medium itself. It can be torn, folded, cut, twisted, rolled and shaped to make models, sculptures and
decorations*

Waste paper and evert one-sided used paper is easily available and [here Ate many ways in which it can be

used. A number of the activities below use old newspaper and magazines. These can be collected and stored

for use. Cards, boxes, pieces of silver and gold paper and used coloured pApetcan be collected.

Basic skills

These skills are best learnt when used in a context And they serve a function that is within the child^

interest and grasp.

Tearing

Tearing is different from just ripping paper. Tearing needs practice and requires care and time. It is

par UCUlady important to learn that a short and slow pul ling action gives maximum control when tearing

Children will begin to notice rhat different kinds of paper are best torn in particular ways. Newspaper,
for example, is m uch easier to tear vertically than horizontally.

Children can begin by practising to tear paper tn pieces fbt paper mosaic work, i’apier mache also

requires paper tom into approximately the same sized pieces,

Gradually, the children can have practice in tearing out shapes in a continuous movement, The pieces

can be used for making collages or mosaics.

The children can experiment with tearing different kinds of edges; for example, a wavy edge, rough or

zigzag edges.
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Cutting

Cutting with scissors in a ski]] that nearly al] children want

to learn. Cutting pictures and shapes from newspapers

helps the child improve control aqd precision. Several

steps ate involved in becoming skilkd-

* Holding the scissors correctly

* Turning the paper tn allow cutting;

* £ Cutting in even strokes.

Pasting

Pasting is also a skill that needs practice. Children should learn to use the minimum amount of paste.

They can be helped in observing bow much paste to spread and the importance of pasting at the edges.

It should be ensured that paste andgum do not shew oil the finished piece of work.

If a brush is used, the children should take care to wash it immediately after use. Also they can be shown

how to wipe the brush on the edge of the container. Simple paper chains can be made for practice.

Folding

Many different things can be made by just folding paper, However, in selecting particular exercises, it is

important that children can work as independently as possible. 1 f the teacher is doing most of the work

or the majority of children cannot manage alone, then the activity is too difficult and some easier ca.sk

should be selected.

Certain basic skills in folding, creasing and cutting have do be introduced gradually within a context of

making or doing something meaningful. In this way, children (eel confident anti competent and are also

ready to learn something new.

It is important to work on a flat and smooth surface.

A few simple excndscs in tearing, cutting, pasting and folding are given below; but there are many

possibi lities to be found in otherbooks. Sec suggestions under LI seful books at the end of this book.
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1

Activities

1,

Tearing shapes

A [heme such as animals could be taken. The children are asked to dear a shape without drawing

it first and then decide what animal OI monster it remind!! them of. These can be the basis of a

collage and the children could paste the shapes on to a background paper either individually Of

in groups: to make a friese. They can add features with crayon, thread or other materials.

2.

A scrapbook

Once children are able to handle scissors, they can be encouraged to keep a scrapbook. Pictures

from old newspapers and magazines can he selected, cutout and pasted-

A particular theme ought be chosen, such as different materials. Small groups could each collect

pictures related to a particular material — things made of wood, stone, glass or metal. These

pictures could he cut and pasted into a b<M)k that could be shared and used with Other children

and could be added co the school library.

Older children could make scrapbooks fotyoungei children in the school.

3,

Flowers

told apiece ot paper in halt.

Fold a c tease about l cm. from the top

Make parallel cuts as far as this crease.

Ihit the two edges together and paste to make like a cylinder

The two ends can then be pasted togcthcr-

Use thread to hang the flower,
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4. Making a spiral

Materials

Plain paper, scissors, thread,

Activity

Take a plain piece of pape r and cut a circle of any si ze,

Starting from the centre draw a spiral as shown in the

diagram.

Cur along rhe lines.

Hang from the centre by a paperclip.

Note: Alternatively a square or triangular spiral can be

drawn, cut and hung.

S-r Cul-t>utS

The children can Ibid different shapes such as squares, circ les or triangles into quarters and then

eighths and make cuts. These can |>c opened and pASCtsd on Coloured dssue paper or any paper of

a eon [lasting colour.
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Concertina patterns

Repeating patterns can be made by carefully

ioJdingastrip of piper backwards and forwards,

A shape such as a Star, a crown, an animal, a bird

or a flower etc., Can be drawn. This should he

dtme in such a way that there is a connecting part

The folded paper is cut and then opened,

7. Butterfly

1 .2-3. Fold a£ shown in

diagrams.

4. Fold From top to

bottom twice more.

5- Unfold andky fkc.

b- Pleat the paper on
creases.

7. Staple in the centre.

Spread out the folds.

S- To make a butterfly,

fold one more bow of

a smaller sine and then

fasten the two bows in

the middle with

ribbon. Add papet

“Feelers”.,

tt. 1-rime lot a picture

1 . Take a square piece of paper.

2. Fold on the diagonals.

3. Fold the corners towards the centre.

4. Turn over and repeat.

j. Turn over and fold the foursquares inwards to form triangles

(see diagram i\),

This becomes the frame and a small pieture can be placed

within the corners (see diagram B).

Note: Instructions 1-4 follow the same method as the paper toy

called tirn-mat oT battaiu in Karnataka.

' ts

c 7
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9. Snake

1. Take two thlil £trips of card 1 cm. wide and 1 5 CitlS, long and glue together at the bottom SO

that the Strips are at right angles to each other.

Z Start foldi tig strips together one over the orher.

-j- Keep folding until the length of the strips is used up.

4- Paste the head of asmoke on top of thestrip,

Alternatively, to make a pop-out EigUlC, paste the bottom of the strips to the base of the inside of the

matchbox.

Press the folded strips in the matchhov and close the lid.

When the matchbox is opened, the figure Will pop OUL

Note: An easier alternative for younger children it to fold a paper strip like a concertina. Paste

an animal ot bitd to the end of the folded strip and paste inside a folded card so that it opens up.
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10. Paper bead necklaces

Purpose

TTliis activity gives the children practice in the skills of cutring, folding and pasting, and at the

same time has apurptjse, and they enjoy making some thing to use, display or give away as a gitr.

Materials

Thrown-away coloured magazines,

iictssors, toothpicks or pencils, thread, needles.

Activity

l^aper strips arc cut from coloured magazine pages measuring about 25-30 OHS. in different

shapes (sec below).

The paper Strips are rolled over toothpicks or pencils. If using triangular shapes, begin nailing

with the wider side.

The strips are rolled to the end and gtued down,

When dry, the beads can be painted with dear varnish.

Remove the toothpick.

Siring paper beads together with a needle making a pattern by using the different shapes, Small

glass beads can he used between rhe paper beads.
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11. Newspaper sculpture

Material

Newspaper, paste, paint.

Acidify

The children are provided with several sheets of newspaper.

They can he shown how to teat newspaper vertically to Form some Strips.

The children rake a single sheet of newspaper and crumple it to make a shape. The shape is then

fixed by applying strips of newspaper with paste.

E lead, legs, wings and coils etc. Can be made by crumpling paper and applying strips of paper and

then attaching them to the main body with further strips of newspaper,

feature* can he added with paper smd thread.

T 'anally the animal Ot figure can be painted and varnished.
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12 r Paper folia

Materials

Newspaper, old magazines,gum and background paper.

Activity

Cut sheets of newspaper and coloured magazine paper

into squares of different Sizes.

Ro-l the squares of paper tightly and fin With gum,

Make A Clumber of rolls of different lengths and

thickness.Some holloa Sticks can also be made.

Arrange Oil a background of black or brown paper ro

make a design and then paste.

Note: If available, magazine sheets are casici to toll and hold their shape better.

Paper mosaic

This Is an activity that is best carried out in small groups of four to five children.

Materials

Small pieces of coloured paper from magazines, thrown-away paintings, kite paper etc. Gum,
background paper.

Note: It is important ro collect different shades of colouts and a variety of textures to make a more
interesting picture.

Activity

Sort paper into di ffernu colours and store in plastic bags.

A theme maybe given and the children can draw.' an outline on a large piece of paper or a pierurc

could be made to illustrate a Story.

The children decide on one colour foronc area. Different shades of that colour are lorn out into

pieces. The pieces should not be too small; for evampk* about the size of a one rupee coin.

G urn is applied to the paper and the torn pieces are stuck to form a mosaic.

When all the areas have been covered by paper of different colours, a black Outline can he
painted around the figures to highlight them.
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Papier maehe

Newspaper and muidu paste arc very cheap materials. They offer many possibilities for making masks,

containers oi models.

Materials and preparation

If possible, collect local language and English newspapers. By using these alternately, it is easier for

children to see where the different layers begin and end. The paper should be torn into small pieces and

kept separately,

Meida paste.

Bowls or pots for mould*,

Children can work Together an pairs or small groups, depending on the siae of the objects made.

Activity

The children apply grease to the surface of the mould which could be a Steel bowl, a steel plate or

an inflated bailoon.

They carefully apply one layer of newspaper pieces that have been dipped in water on rop of the

grease. This makes it easier to separate the newspaper layers from the mould.

The children then alternately apply a Layer of local language newspaper and of English

newspaper with paste. It js important to take care to make a smooth surface and not to have

lumps. After two or three layers, the newspaper and paste should be allowed to dry in the sun.

Then two Or three more layers are applied and allowed [O dry. Then the last two or three layers ate

appLied.

When chi? is dried, the newspaper shape is pulled or if necessary cut away from the original

mould.

The shape is then painted- Alternatively, a layer of pieces of different coloured kite paper or

crepe paper is pasted, when this has dried, the howl can be varnished.
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Art and math
Patterns

Shape and form

Understanding relationships between things is basic to math. Through this the child begins to

recognise patterns as well as concepts of space, boundary, direction and rotation. Both serve as the

foundations for counting and measurement in math.

By sorting, ordering, comparing and matching things according to colour, size and shape, children

learn to observe things more closely. They develop skills in identifying similarities and differences. It

is important for children themselves to suggest different ways of sorting the same set of objects.

Seeing the relationship between what has been sorted and ordered is a preparation for the children

to make their own patterns using number, size, shape and colour through a variety of media. They

also become familiar with terms of orientation such as left and right, up and down, north and south,

half- turn and full-turn.

The section on shape and form gives children various opportunities to explore regular and irregular

shapes. Making three-dimensional structures gives children an experience of area, space, length and

measurement.

Children approach the topic of symmetry through observations in nature, their surroundings and

their own bodies. They develop the concept further through creating their own symmetrical

patterns.
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Relations] lip; comparisons and matching

Pattern m celatibn to siye

Pattern's and shape

Patterns with numbers

Pittemi arc part of our everyday lives, Uke the air we breathe, patterns lie fill around usbutwc often do Hot

notice them. If a teacher asks young children* where they have seen patterns* the teacher is Uke]y to get an

eager response. The children may have noticed the stripes on a squirrel^ back, the stars on a tortoise shetl,

the spots on a ladybird or the rings on a fallen log, A walk m the neighbourhood may further alert them to

many examples both in man- made objects and in nature. By looking carefully at the wide variety of patterns

children hegin to understand the Order and heauty of the WOdd. The formation of letters* the
<c

in

music, the steps of a dance* all have their base in patterns.

Jllis work with patterns is repeated in different ways using a variety of materials. These include:

* drawing with pencil, crayon and paint,

* using collage*

*
ima king rubbings,

* making constructions, and

* using priming methods,

Gradually the children COme to understand different relationships In patterns and this awareness helps in

mathematics..

-rJL
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Relationships: comparisons and matching

Purpose

Matching and sorting activities are often quite naturally parr of a young child's play. These exercises

build on a child's concepts of colour* shape, SL^e and texture- and help lo develop the appropriate

language to describe these experiences. Such activities begin to lay a foundation for logical mathematical

thought,

Materials and preparation

The teacher could ask the children to gather the necessary materials, such as leaves Atld stones, the day

before the lesson or during the lunch break.

Space ami time

The teacher could discuss with the children a sorting activity as a whole class activity bur brer these

exercises are best done Indiv idually or by groups of rwo to three ch ildren.

A few children could take turns to do these more practical activities during the math class while others

are engaged in Written work.

A corner of the room could he cleared so that children could work on the floor or, alternatively* they

could work on the veranda.

Activity

hhells, stones* leaves, seeds and buttons can be sorted in different ways according to size* texture*

colouror shape.

It is important for children to explore different ways of sorting the same set of objects and to

find that there ate many ways of class! lying thing*. The children may suggest unusual categories

which the teacher has not thought of; for example, with a collection of leaves:

* pointed and not pointed leaves,

* Leaves with a jagged edge and a smooth edge*

* leaves that goats cat and 0-nes that goat* won’t cat*

* leaves in the garden and leaves from Outside the compound,

* leaves that are flat and ones that curl up, etc.
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Pattern iti relation to size

Purpose

These activities focus on SLZC — length, width and height. The children may nor he familiar wills standard

measurements such as meters or centimeters but these are preparatory exercises and provide an

opportunity tor children to handle and sort concrete materials.

Materials and preparation

Before the lesson* the teacher should Identify a suitable tree or bush tha r has leaves with a range of sizes

and is also accessible to children.

They could be asked to collect stones or sticks oil the way to schooL

Spate and time

This activity could be done outside* on the ground Of on the floor depending on the weather, The
children could work in sum IJ groups or individually river a class period. They should be asked to look at

each Other's designs before the end of the class.

Activities

1. Break sticks into different lengths Place them in order, from the shortest to the longest-

Then rearrange i n a pattern,
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Collect leaves from one particular plane and SOfl into three groups according re small, middle

si^ed and large leaves.

'I'hesccould be then used to make patterns.
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Patterns arid shapt;

Purpose

In previous CKereises, the children have been encouraged to observe acid sort objects according to shape

and nine burin the following activities* they construct and draw shapes to create their own patterns.

Preparatory activities

Looking at patterns {sec p. 28).

Materials and preparation

Sticks with different shapes could be collected from the surrounding area.

The children could be asked to bring coconut brotMn&UCks from home. These eould be Oil into uni form

sizes and stored an SI. suitable container lot use when needed-

Spacc and time

These aedvities could he earned Oil t on any Hat Surface inside or outside rhe classroom. Children could

take turns to work individually or in small groups within the math class.

Activities

L Sort a collection of twigs by shape - Straight* curved and twigs with sharp angles. These could

form rhe basis for pattern making

2. I 'sing uniform siicd sticks {match sticks or broomsticks are suitable)* the children copy a given

design and create a repeating partem.

The children can lalso make their (ran designs using rhe Slicks. (These Could be pasted to make a

collage.) The designs could include both regular patterns tmd freer. Less formal elements.
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Patterns with numbers

Purpose

tl is important for children CO discover number relationships, Such as more than, less than, same as etc.

for themselves. Learning to count comes gradually and is best done in relation to practical activities

where children touch and handle concrete materials.

'ITlCSC practical activities ensure that the child has space to experiment with numbers so that the gap
between reciting numbers in Sequence (one, rwo, three, four, etc.) and understanding quantities is

bridged.

Materials and preparation

Natural materials available in the immediate neighbourhood such as seeds, leaves, seed pods, flowers,

stones, etc. The designs arc not required to he permanent and paper,gum etc. arc not needed

Space and time

These activities could he done outside or inside. A flat surface is required; for example, the floor or even

the ground.

rhis could form part ol a lesson and could involve small groups of children but nor necessaril. the

whole class.

Activities

1. The children arc asked to collect five leaves,

five stones, five Sticks, five flowers and make
patterns on the ground with these objects

(sec p 123),

The exercise can be varied by asking for sets

of di 1face lit numbers,

1
1 CflU also be made more- difficult by asking

children to collect different sl^es of the

objects; for example, three big Stones, three

small stones, three big leaves, three small

leaves and three flowers,

2, With two contrasting seeds, make patterns

based on numbers.

Example : 3 1 3 1 3 1 or 5 3 5 3 5 3 etc.
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Shape and form

Introductory activities

Irregular and unusual shapes

Body outlines

The circle

Four-sided figures

Three-sided figures

The tangram

Rangott designs

Th ree-dimen s tonal construedons

Balance and symmetry

Tessellations and other patterns

Through the arTivirics in this section, children are encouraged to observe shapes and shapes within

shapes in the immediate environment. By experimenting With tegular and irregular shapes children

develop skills in making tllCif own designs, Through exercises with three-dimensional structures,

children further develop skills of spatial awareness and creativity in construedon.

The exercises cjn symmetry build on the young child's natural Sense of balance rhar is already often

visible in rhe composition or children’s first paintings anti drawings. ‘I he child’s first pictures of a

human Ot of a house, for example, are nearly always symmetrical. The exercises in tessellations help

children to understand the way shapes relate tu each other and build on the carlief CNetciseS that

explored patterns.
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Purpose
i

'iTiesc activities arc to encourage children to he aware of the variety of shapes around them. Through

these activities children also begin to build up a vocabulary to describe differenr shapes. Children are

asked to observe shapes in the immediate environment and also to construct shapes.

Vocabulary

GLrdc
h
square* rectangle, triangle, straight, curved ,

zigzag, round, spiral, edge, corner.

Preparatory activities

Ijookmgat shapes Patterns and shapes

Body shapes Hand and foot cut-outs

Matching leaves

Time

'rhese activities could be a part of the math class over one or two weeks.

Questions for discussion

+ Look around and discuss the different shapes in the classroom. What other shapes could the

classroom be? What would be the problems and advantages of a round classroom? A triangular

classroom?

* Look at the shapes of leaves* flowers and seeds. Make a collection of leaves and Sort them according

to basic shapes.

+ Look at a Cycle and think about the shapes of its different parts.

* Where can we see cirdes/spirals in the classroom? In nature?

* Where can we see triangles/ squares?

* What Shapes can we See in a building? What different shapes of brdldings have you Seen?
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Purpose

The following creative activities ire suggested to hetp children make and reflect an random shapes and

also to imaginatively extend given shapes.

Materials and preparation

Plain paper, paint, straws.

Space and time

It would be advisable to do these activities on the floor.

The following activities would require about one hour each.

Activities

1. Blow paim

Random shapes can be made by using paint blobs in the

following way:

Place a plain piece of paper on newspaper (cither on the

floororonatable).

Drop a blob of paint of one colour.

Gently blow and SCC how at Spreads. (A straw can be
used.)

Repeat with the same colour or add one or two mote
colours until the design is finished.

2. Finger and thumb prints

Using tile thumbs and fingers, rhe child can make designs by putting ink or colour on them and
applying to paper. Lines and details canbc added using a ball-point pen.

The fist, fingers and thumbs can be used to make prints and the basic shapes.

Related Activity: Leaf designs (see p. 80).
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Body outlines

Purpose

The children exploit die outline of the human body and also use the shapes of the hand and the foot to

make designs.

Materials

Large sheets of bleached newsprint.

Crayons* paint, containers for paint (lids/ shallow bowls/toconurshelSs).

Activitica

L The body outline

Two layers of newspaper arc pasted together

with mdidd and allowed to dry.

Three Of four sheets of newspaper are pasted

together to make a large sheet.

The large sheet is kid on the tloor and one

child lies down OH it. Another child draws

around her making an outline with chalk or

charcoal.

The shape is then cut out.

Working in small groups the body is pointed to

show facial features and clothes.

r

rhe final Life-size picture can he pur on a door

or wall.

Note: Children can Lie in different positions to

give a variety of poses.

Related activity

I land and. foot cut-outs (see p. 29).
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Purpose

The form or' the circle is introduced in a variety of ways through movement and practical activities.

Materials and preparation

Newspaper, waste paper, old magazines.

\ variety of used Strings ant! threads collected by the children and kept in a CQntai ner,. gunt.

Space and time

The introductory activities should be done outside in an open Space.

introductory activities

The children are asked to stitnd in a

straight line and then form
themselves into a circle or a semi-

circle.

VE-'li ich parts of the body can vou use

to form a circle?

* Run round in a circle.

SoSQCtfcm ofround ot^sefs

* The children look for circles in

nature and in (.Lie environment,

* Draw a circle JUld itrt oval shape on
the board and ask the children the

difference between the two.
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Activities k
f -Lit circles :-' li^-.'-i- :: ipcr . 1 1 llL luld tour Tin-.i.--..

Shape The edge. I
Pboe "’-.c :

1 of ifiTtL' Lavers Together and raisi

together no form a stalk.

The paper flowers can be threaded to form a

garland.

2. Using different media - pencil, pen
„
paper, [bread, slnng, paint or crayon

using the rheme of circles. The circles can be of Varied Sizes and can h

interesting designs including tessellations.

By cutting circles of

two colours and Folding

one edge to rhe centre,

patterns can be made bp

Overlapping |hc shapes.
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Purpose

The children are introduced, more formally, IO four-Sided figures and through activities learn about their

properties.

Materials and preparation

Newspaper, waste paper, old magazines.

A varietyof used strings and threads, gum.

Regular shapes of different sizes can be cut and kept ready. Older children could help in this.

Space and time

These activities would need a double lesson or about an hour.

Activities

1 . Strips of paper/newspaper of different lengths and widths can he used to make a design of
horizontal and vertical lines.

2 U sing different media- pencil, pen, paper, thread, string, paint and crayon- make a collage

using the theme of squares.

The squares can be of varied sizes and can overlap tocteate interesting designs.

Ptfiterns of DVBflapping sguanss Forming b square Pattern w/th Snguarft.s

3, A snake collage

The children can be divided inro groups of three or

four.

Each group works on a section approximately 35 ems, x

10 cm?,, choosing one shape, and makes a design from

di fferent Sizes and colours of that shape.

Finally, the finished rectangular shapes are placed

together to form a long snake with the beginning and

end shaped to make a rail and head and Stuck together.

The shape? are displayed on the wail or round the sides

of the door.
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Three-sided figures

Purpose

f.hildren can explore rhe qualities of three-sided figures through observation, drawing and

constructing triangles anti making designs, ro SCC the relationship of triangles with each Other aild other

shapes.

Materials and preparation

Plain paper, if possible, two contrasting colours*

Crayons for colouring, if necessary.

Scissors, gum, mints and pencils.

Activities

The children are asked no form mangles with their bodies, for example,, with fhcif fingers, the

arm ( >n rhe h
i
p, legs apat [ an the ground, etc.

Ask the children To draw a freehand triangle on their sLanes.

(Probably the triangles will be close to equilateral triangles,}

Ask I he children to draw another very different looking triangle and look ar each other's

drawings. Are they all triangles?

The teacher then draws an obfUSC angled triangle on a slate and asks the children if this is a

triangle. If there is a doubt, the readier can rotate the triangle ro show It from a more familiar

view.

The teacher asks the question, “What do all triangles have?" After some discussion, rbc teacher

and children can look in the classroom and rhe immediate environment for triangles.

The children are asked to draw a square Of a rectangle and to draw a line fhat will turn it into two
triangles Can they draw two lines to make tlltee triangles? The children may Come up with

several solutions.

The teacher draws an open thfCc -sided figure /_\ and asks fhc cltildrcn if this is a mangle. Tfir is

not a triangle,why not?

1 'he teacher draws a three-sided figure with rvne curved line pining at the base

.

The same question is asked- Is if a triangle and if not, why not?
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The children arc asked to draw a triangle and Cut It Out and trace round ir To make another identical

triangle. I each child Cuts Out 24 triangles* using two contrasting coloured papers. Alternatively, use

white paper and one other colour. The children are then ashed to make a design with the triangles.

"Hie Triangles might he used as a tessellation (i.e. placing the triangles next to each other with no gaps)

or placing the triangles with spaces between them.

Iritlailv, the children could paste rheir designs onto paper.

T&sssltadb™ wiih cuf-oul triangf&s

Related activity

Tessellations tilld other patterns (seep. 1 22).



The tang-ram

See Appendix lit: tor diagram on

how l&C®n&1ruCt tho «gg tangram

wtlh nine pieces
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rpose

These puzzles help children nr) recogni se ftvo-d i mensional shapes and to discover fheir properties.

The s kills of cutting, matching and simple measurement are also practised.

Activities

These three puzzles can he constructed or copied and then cut our on card pieces. Each child

COulil make his or her Own set and keep the pieces Jrt an envelope or cover. Thu children can try'

to copy designs or make rheir nwngeomcrric designs of animals, birds and people.
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R<ingoti designs

Purpose

These designs arc probably familiar to the children and provide an exciting and interesting challenge for

children of all ages to think altout shapes and patterns.

Materials

Sli) tes, level ground, plain paper or dotted pape r j f available,

Activities

I - The children can be asked to draw patterns using four dots.

2- The eh i Idren can he asked to con tinuc the patterns.

TVVVNrVN
,1. The children can Llien be asked to make patterns on a 3 x 7* dot grid.

4 . N ext„ the children could be asked ts t make patterns on a 4 s 4 dot grid.
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Three-dimensional constructions

Purpose

The children can use three-dimensional shapes to further explore the relationship of shape and form.

Such activities give them an experience of area, space, length and measurement and involve skills in

comparison and matching.

Materials

Waste boxes of different shapes and sines.

Waste paper, rh read
,
white paper, gum

,
and sci ssors.

Activities

Making boxes

I
:.ach ehild is asked to bring a small box. The

box is covered with white paper. Children are

asked to decorate the box.

'

3 'he ch i Idrcn can ch angc the colon r of fhe base

of the box by applying different Coloured

papers. They can then use paper cur-ours and

paste on the box. A more interesting design

can be made if the cut-our shapes are pasted

over the edges and are not stuck only on one

side.

In addition, or alternatively, the children cut

strips of different sizes. These strips are

folded in concertinas in different ways or

rolled into tubes and then applied to the

background paper hefore sticking to the box.

The children could be

asked to experiment and

make a variety of liars.

Tlic theme of the box

or the hat can be used in

the language class as a

subject for imaginative

writing or drama .
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Balance and symmetry

Purpose

rhese art: exercises for children Co appreciate the patterns of symmetry. Roirh symmetry of reflection

and rotational Symmetry are introduced. The important idea of congruence is practically applied: where
two shapes can be placed an top of each other SO that the two coincide exactly.

Materials

'Fhick poorer paint, crayons, paint brush.

Sheets of paper, newspaper, card, thin typing paper,

String, scissors.

Activities

Mirror prints

Fold a piece of paper in half.

t >pcn it and drop big blobs of different coloured paints

Otl to one Side near the fold- A number of colours can

be used,

bold over the paper so thiH the clean half touches tile

painted half. Rub the paper hard all over with yuur

hand.

Gently open the p-aptt.

The children could he asked to Look at buiLerflies and
note the symmetrical patterns. The children's minor
prints could be made to look like butterflies by adding

head and antennae.

Butterfly pattern

One sheet of thin tvping paper

is folded in half.

On one half a butterfly shape

is drawn (see diagram).

The child makes a design on
the butterfly outline.

The child traces the desigp

onto the other half of the

paper ro make a symmetrical

pattern.
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Siring pull prints

Fold a piece of paper in half and then open if,

Dip a piece of string in thiri paint and care Fully place it on

to one side of the paper* leaving one end of the string

hanging over the edge of the paper.

Fold the paper in half and hold icdown with one hand. Full

out the string hanging over the edge of the paper with the

other hand.

t )pen the paper and note the pattern.

This process can be repeated with another colow-

$ym metrical patterns

Divide a piece of squared paper (8xft or 12x12

squares) in half lengthwise and CfCJltC a pattern

on one half of the grid. The children can

a )m plete the other hal f.

The children use a grid and make a pattern on

one half and then exchange it with a partner lor

it to be completed.

Either squared papet or dotted paper can he

folded m quarte rs. A design can lie made ill one

quarter and then reproduced as a symmetrical

pattern in rhe other three sections. (Note that

different axes of symmetry are possible.)

Children can make their own symmetrical

patterns on squared paper using different aKCS

of symmetry.

+:*
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Lines of symmetry

Even young children can be asked to discover lints of symmetry for themselves. 'Elie readier can

make half of a design and the children complete it r The CXCm&CS can first he done with the

hard in the air„on the blackboard or ground before practising on paper.

below arc given examples of left-right symmetry with a cefitral vertical avis, Note that the

designs begin very simply and become more complex.

The children can build theirown symmetrical patterns on these.

The children can also be asked to explore lines of horizontal symmetry by crying to imagine the

reflection of an object or shape on chc surface of the water,

lldow are some examples:

/VV\ e_Sbs
'
s
7P

f

VW
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Hotaiional symmetry

Fold A Square piece oi paper into quarters.

Cut another piece of paper to make one quarter of tile Square

Cut out several simple shapes in the quarte r.

Rotate and make outline on the larger square and colour.

Two other variations using a circle and a hexagon.

It e j. 1 e d ue

t

lv in e

s

String drop prints.

Butterfly patterns.

Callage with natural materials.

Cut-out prints.
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A tessellation is a repeating pattern of shapes that fit together without leaving spaces in between.

Purpose

making gives its own satisfaction and delight but in addition children become familiar with

regular Shapes and their properties and learn how to construct them.

Activities

l. The children can use squared

paper an a base to design shapes

and patterns.

1, A4 sb-c paper can be tedded to make a kite shape and can be used to make interesting patterns.

4. Children can cut their own regular shapes and explore ways of TC&SclIaiirlg them (see

112,114),
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Story through a picture Story with flaps

The barber

His work is cutting hair. He has

scissors, a comb, a blade and a

pot for water. He charges Rs 15

for adults and Rs 8 for children.

Earlier in olden times one man

called Muniswamanna used to

come to each house to cut hair

Going to the barber

Then Balraj kept Rs 5 on

the floor and asked,

“Why do I get fever so

that my hands and legs

get stiff every day?"

From the story The fortune teller

Poem and picture A scroll telling the story of Mahabali

rsrcai) cdjdjri Vf*

Story-chart made from cut-out figures
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It is through language, imagination and creativity that children learn to represent experience

symbolically and so are able to express and share their thoughts and ideas with others. Language

includes not only the spoken word but also the visual language and the two are closely linked.

Drama, puppetry and the telling of stories are clearly where the word and the image come together.

It is almost impossible to imagine our lives without stories. Without them something basic would be

missing in our existence. It would be like a world without colour or eating food without tasting it.

Stories are woven into our daily lives whether wc arc adults or children and we tell or hear stories of

one kind or another every day.

Stories have been told and images made over thousands of years. Story-telling is possibly one of the

most distinctive ways of being human.
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Sharing experience

Purpose

The child's own experience i? a rich and varied source far children's written and art work. The child

explores the flexible and precise language of drawing to describe significant events

Materials and preparation

Diaries can be made from discarded one-sided paper and either stitched or stapled- {See note on

materials oil pp. $-9.)

Wall newspapers can be made by using large sheets of brown paper or by painting die newspaper white

and pasting child's pictures and writing on it-

Space and time

These activities require Time for rhe child to complete them. We suggest that the diaries should be used

for one lesson a week.

'Hie wall newspaper could be prepared cither on a monthly basis or once in two months.

— .
:L

Activities

lo the diary and wall newspaper* the children^ own experience is used as a starting point. This helps

children to bring together the different worlds of school and home. A child will naturally draw what

is familiar and that image is directly related to the child's tinders tan
: ingand experience of che world.

Similarly! the child's own words are used for the captions and this helps the child to connect the

spoken word and rhe written word and it becomes easier to read-

hor children With learning difficulties ir can be particularlv helpful for the child IO tell and write his

own story in his own words SO thar the gap between the spoken word and the written word, which is

di ftieul t for some children * is bridged.

Ir is helpful if children are encouraged to think of something personal and special as a topic for the

diarvor newspaper so that the drawings do not become repetitive and lifeless.

My father, my sjstar, my brother

anti I avo goingr to my yramt-

moififl/ s house to sse TV

My father came to the hotiae

drur\k. so my mother esked why
Theyquarrerted. Mymotherchad

My mother drtin )i buy me
new tian^es (fist's why
I'm crying.

Additional activity: Older children can be encouraged to write a diary as though writing as another

person or an animal. Writing in the first person and from someone else's- point of view often gives a child an

insight into unfamiliar experiences,
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A theme based on something that is Familiar to the children maybe taken, such as "My Mother”. Ills

important to discuss the variety of activities that a mother might Jo- combing a child's hair,

cooking, grinding chumey, dressing up for a wedding, rocking 3 cradle, going shopping, collecting

firewood
„
going to work etc. hacll child can choose a particular Subject to draw 'Jlicy should be

encouraged to make rhe mother the main focus ut the plCtUfC-

Alternatively, the children could be asked to do a self-portrait showing themselves doing something

[hey enjoy. The children could be helped to look carefully at different features Such as ibe length of

hair, the kind of dress, and also the way different actions ate done.

Another theme might be birds. Again some discussion should take place and if possible time spent

looking at birds so that children become more aware of the differences in them, where we might sec

them andbow they move etc. With young children, more important than showing them how to draw

is to help them to rbink and look at the subject and to observe and talk, building up a vivid

impression of what is special and particular that they want to convey [h rough their drawing.

Similarly, with trees. The children can took and become aware of the different kinds Ot trees and

their various shapes, flowers* leaves rtc-fsee pp. 78 ; 1 43-44).

Addition si! activities

Picture dictionaries

Familiar words can be made into picture dictiona riesc In this way, the children's pictures focusing on

a particular [heme art: labelled arid displayed on the wall for cadi other to read.

Individual pictures could he made and words written on the board, which children then use to label

rheir picture.

Suitable themes for such charts might be: my family, my Father,my mother, animals in the immediate

surroundings* [he bus etc.

J nidally, the teacher could wri to the captions in clear, bold letters.
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Responding to stories

l
yurpose

Stories arc often Lold is part of the normal classtuom teaching. Stories can be the basis For the children's

own artwork and expression so that the story comes alive for the child and is remembered. Children can
also begin to appreciate rhe different ways that stories have been expressed visually, such as through

p uppers or masks etc.

Materials

Plain paper of different sizes. The 532C of the paper to he used wilt depend on how the Story will be
displayed and whether it is to be used fur a book or a chart etc. See suggestions about display and ideas

For making books on pp. 1 32-33.

Pencils, oil pastels, paint,

Some stories and poents are more suitable to be i liuscrated and so the selection of a story is important, it

should be a Story that is appropriate to the age,, the interest and llic ability of the class..

Space and time

Some stories may be extended through artwork over longer periods but the cllildren should be allowed

time and space to follow through an idea.

Activity

it is important to focus on particular aspects or parts of the story including both the characters and
the events. The teacher can help the children not by drawing a picture on the board for them to copy
but by describing the picture, with the help of the children, so that they can imagine it in their minds
before they start drawing.

Such verbal descriptions help children to be attentive to detail and to draw a more lively picture.

Sometime s the children can enact a part of the Story or [he role of a character. The childten might be

Encouraged CO chink about a particular action, such as bending, running or fighting. The special

features of an animal could be discussed, for example, if the story includes a wolf, the children

could think about a wolfs king hair, ot its sharp teeth and how a wolf moves. The landscape of die

story COuld be discussed: does the Story take place in the forest, in A village or a city?

JRe-tirDinp the story of T/ia four /nusfcians
T
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The pictures below show five- to six-ycaf-olfls' response to tile Story “The singing wolf and The

sheep”. There is no right or wrong way to draw and child ren hear stories in very different ways

sine! also visualise the story in their own particula r way.

A book of rhymes, stings and poems could be made atld illustrated bv the

children. Initially; it may be sufficient to take just one or two lines of a

fhyme and the child could write in large lerters nu plain papet.
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Number stories

Purpose

Number Symbols arc all around us and most children,, even in rural areas, will be familiar with the idea of

numbers through ihdr experience in everyday life: tbe clock, rhe bus number, lIic bus ticket, price tags

etc. Gradually, the child comes no associate rhese written forms correctly with the numbers they have

learnt orally. The suggestions below help to give meaning to written numbers atld so further help

chi Idren to make the c< unreel association 5 .

Material*

Pa[xx charcoal, crayons, scissors, gum.

Space and time

A number Story couid be prepared Over a week with different children contributing LOthe Chart.

1 'he number book could be made individually anti added to, over a period of time, as the child becomes

familiar with the different numbers through a variety of activities.

Activities

1, A number story

The children can contribute to a chart on numbers. For

example, the Story of one farmer who has two COW'S,

three cats, four dogs, five sheep, six mango trees, seven

hens, cigJlE ducks, nine banana trees and ten bees.

Alternatively, a road with different numbers of

vehicles or a wedding procession c< >uld be done.

Z. A mumbqr book 1-10 or chart

hach child makes a number book with the number In numerals and letters on one side and a

picture to illustrate the number on the other, for example, one sun, two eyes, three friends, a

four legged animal
,
five fingers of one hand, sis legs of an insect, seven eggs in a nest, eight legs

of a spider, nine birds in a tree, ten fingers on two hands.

Alternatively, a child could draw pictures of things

associated with four - four legs of an animal, four legs

to a table, four wheels of a jeep.

Additional activity

The children can think about and draw all the different

ways they have seen numerals used, C rg. a bus ticket, a

telephone, a clock, car registration numbers, shoes, a

tailor's measuring tape, coins and notes, a bus number
or the number on the T’shirts of Sports players.
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The making of stories

Purpose

Many of the previous exercises include thinking about expression and accuracy in line and colour,

responding to stories visually and observing chc environment. These contribute in different ways Eo

helping children fed confident to write and illustrate their own Stories, The stories can be an added

resource as reading material for the children.

Materials

Sec suggestions for the making of different kinds of books and ideas for display (pp. 132-33),

Blackboard and chalk could also be used.

Space ami time

Often children are highly motivated when the work is directly of then own making, and interest can be

sustained over more than one or two periods, if needed.

Activities

Possible starting points arc:

Children can be asked to imagine die history of an unusual object such as a box, hat or bag

Sometimes an opening line may be sufficient to help children ro begin, “In the middle of the night, 1

suddenly heard aloud noise..

The children might draw an imagi nary animal ,
insect, bird or tree and use rharas a basis for a Story.

H i*" **"

H UP >-HJ

4 BV.

lor WL.
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A magic fimg/h'ito A fantastic tree

Suitable themes tor imaginative pictures and writing

might be:

* The day I had wings

* A magic forest

* A magic machine

+ A journey underwater

Meeting a monster

A frightening dream

Magic shoes

All alien

The day my head was changed for another^

An I'uwgirMwy

Remembering a dream
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Making books

Traditional hooks

* Cut pipes one of white or coloured paper Sizes and

slupes can vary. Fold pipes ill half. J^ave a Kufficienr

margin for the nidges arid the fold in the centre.

* Make a cover our of thicker paper or card rhat is a

lirdc bigger than the inside pages.

+ The pages can be Sewn ti jgether or holes can be punched

and the berok tied together wi Lh suing or ribbon.

Books with flaps

Do the Same as above hur cut a flap to cover some part of the picture. Stick the flap over the

picture and make a hinge with cleat tape to cover rhe picture.

Z\gz*g hooks

* 'I'ahc a Long sheet of paper or thin card and Hold in a zigzag.

* Use the two ends as covers and strengthen by pasting a piece of card.

* The folded paper can be Cut in different shape? such as the outline of people etc.

Note: The zigzag hook can be made ter hang vertically fliul displayed on a door.
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Scrolls

A scroll can be made by cutting several sheets of large paper and joining with paste. This can

then be rolled and Opened while showing. 'Ill is IS particularly suitable for celling a story with

different children contributing pictures that illustrate the various parts of the Story. A

patterned bonier can be made to protect the edges.

Note: A vertical scroll can he made by joining horizontal sections of a book with threads arid

hanging it vertically.

Origami books

1. Take a paper folded in halt,

width-wise. Fold it once

again in half width-wise and

open out.

2. Now, fold length wise and

open out agiun-

3^ Starting from the folded

edge as shown in figure 3, cue

airing the crease. Stop where

the fold lines intersect.

4. Open the paper completely.

5. Fold it in half width-wise,

6. Push the left and tight <?dgcs

to the ccnttc to form an

open ingin the middle.

7,8. Wrap around any rwo
SCCticins to make an eight-

page book. "Prim the three

open fidget**
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Making puppets

Cone puppets

Make a cone from card and staple.

Add facaai features and arms from waste coInured papcr
h thread and bits nf eloth-

Pop-np puppets

These puppets ate made from a ball of crumpled

paper for the head that is covered with scrap cloth and

attached to a stick- Facial features are added using

waste materials.

All inverted cotle is Stapled to the costume which can

be made from an old cloth piece fscc p 124).

The figure can he moved vertically by the stick.**
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I

“Kum-kum battalu" puppets

Using [lie base of the paper toy made by children that is called Dituntrmaf in Some parts of the

Hindi-speaking belt and KftW kum (attain in Karnataka, paste (WO opposite sections cr> form a

mouth.

A variety of puppets can he made by adding facial features, made from different kinds of

materials.*

*

Stick puppets

* Cur out two identical figures on

card.

* Colour them to for in the back

and front of the figure.

+ Paste the two figures together

round [he edges* leaving a space

Fora stick to be inserted.

* Insert a bamboi stick between

(he (wo layers and secure with

tape.**
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Making masks

Paper 111 ask

Cut fl strip of thick paper cvr thin card, approximately 20cms. wide

and long enough [o put ewer the head. Leave a margin for

fastening

Eli [he centre of the strap draw or paint a mask. If required, add

fibre, thread, String etc.

Draw a curved line at the bottom ho that it will rest oil the

shoulders.

Shape the bottom and the top of the mask to make a head-

by finit folding: the card in half, features such as the eves, flOSC and

mouth can be Cut and painred or decorated forming Symmetrical

features.

Alternatively, rhe mask can be made as above with white paper

which is folded and cut. The face is then glued on to a background

of coloured card.**
1 *

Papier mach£ masks

Balloons, wa&te electric bulbs, paper plates or cky bails can be used as a base for building up

papier mache masks, Flyers can be placed to create a strong framework and then features can be

added by using pulp. If necessary, after the mould is dry, cut through the newspaper layers in

half to remove the interior object. Place the hollowed halves together again, sealing the edges

with a further layer of newspaper.

The mould can be painted and then varnished

Natural materials such as leaf plates or coconut fibre can also be used as a base.
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Practice in observation

Purpose

To help the children develop the ability to look closely at details and observe natural or familiar objects.

Materials

Paper, pencils, oil pastels and black paper, if available* for usingwith white crayon or oil pastels.

Activities

1. Ask the children to find a thing or a part of a thing that they want to draw that hi in the

garden. Alternatively* a group of three do four children could be provided with a part of a

fruit* vegetable or flower; for example, a cut section of a cabbage, an onion cut in half or

roots.

The children could first be asked to look at the colour, lines and texture of the object

carefully and then to describe it. They could then be given about 10 minutes to draw a

section of the object. Three different objects could be drawn in this way and each within a

limited rime. Then* they could look attach other's drawings.

2. Choose a familiar object such as a bicycle, a harmonium or a kerosene stove. Arrange the

object so that it can be seen clearly by all the children. If necessary* arrange two or three

objects and let the children sit around the objects.

hirst discuss the object with the children, asking them to look at the different parts and

notice what they are made o f, bow they are joined and wha t they feel like do toueh-

The children can then draw the cycle and its different parts.***

Note ; This work Could be followed by language work where the children write descriptions of different

objects that they have closely observed as though for a blind person or to an imaginary person from

another planet.
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Links across the curriculum

Language, Math Science

Senses
VctOLtnilftiy rotated [O

SCflSGty experience

:

tastek trawie, ahaptj

ctdnur and pattern,

movcrnc::!. Sound and

rhythm. 'ttbtd and

image

Time.

Calendars,

Sorting, matching and

comparing exercises -

seconding to mom;
snund

h ccJotti and shape.

The sense otgans.

Une and

Colour

Writing patterns.

Dcli native wrinng Patterns and des^nns.

Chailgjiig eolriurs,

lixplolhlg materials

through markings.

The
elements

] mui^iEsal ivc clay modelling

Listening arid responding

to stories and myths.

Vocabulary related to day

WOrfc.

Poems and description of

seasons.

dff models of shapes

and lormi.

Qualities of clay.

Floating and sinking,

Water and other materials,

Conatnictitna that fly

Exploring

materials

Following inslTUL'r.nn:; for

craft activities.

Discussion on materials

ll I : lI their qualities and

usasc.

Mobiles with shapes.

—

Pairs of plants.

Changes in living

processes.

Identifying trees.

Materials and their

pmperties.

Patterns Pre-writing exercises. Pattern and shape.

Gcrmnctocal constructions.

Counting activities,

Sorting activities with

natural materials.

Shapes

Vocabulary of shapes

PlOpCr tie:; of

geometrical shapes.

Symmetry,

Coats-truering two- and

ihtor-dimerUtund

shapes.

Tessellations,

Body outline

Language
and art

Creative writing through

diaries, wall newspapeta,

shared stride?.

Extending vocabulary

rh rough pKtUfC die Lii urines

Rhyme books-

hsugitfabvc writing

Descriptive Writing and

observation.

Measurement: making

bt>oks_

N limber abides

Close observations of

the parts, shapes and

(unctions of objects.
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Environmental studies Dance and movement Craft

Shhh
ijciiiorj mapping

lixperienang

environment through
Movement an?! balance.

Clay muddling

Rubbings

Panern making

Collage.

Drawing :n:d pabttitlg

Beginnings rtf mapping.

CrJdutt in the environment.

Curves and straight lines In

mu-VLiricilt.
Mjdng colours.

Landscapes.

Animal h^hi rats

StmtDes of water.

Impact of ieum
Uses of -clay,

] louses.

Fund and ILH(iw conking began".

Fcfitivaii.

Construction of

uoddi.
IlluSUatillg SUjr.tS,

Mobiles,

Drawing
Marbling piper.

Sounees of materials

Printing

CoUtLgcs.

Srirching

Basic skills m paper craft.

Patterns in the

environment,

Ptindty'

Pattern making

t.lfcsetying shapes in the

environment.

Looking at buddings

Making shapes ij.ilng the body-

RjT^wjj.

Tils' laugiam.

Three-dimensional shapes

Sharing news.

family, village experience.

Qcsmp::: in , ; f event.' and isvucs
Draiiia with StOBfi

Making hooks, iii.ikIls,

poppets

ifL the; ikti^LbtJLij'huod.
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Topics for discussion with teachers

Self-evaluation

The purpose of sm in education

Making the school a beautiful place

Different methods in the teaching of art

Are all children good at art?

Self-Devaluation of the teacher’s effectiveness in

supporting children^ art activities

These arc some of the questions that ticadiets can ask themselves while working with children:

t . Are we supporting the different ways in which children work?

2. Arc children encrimaged to do their s*wn work ami nor copy or imitate < irhcrs?

3 . Are children given time Lt> finish their work?

4. Are eh i Idrcn encouraged to talk about [licit work?

5- Ifl wIlAt ways are children helped to be more aware of and notice things of interest in the

environment?

6, Are chi Idrcn encouraged to experimenf wirh a variety of materials?

Are classes SCtUC luted to pn rvide freedomw ithin a framework?

8. A re ways prov ided for children to relate their art work to other areas of learning?

9. ] S a Situation created whereby all children can participate?

hi. Are possibilities provided lor creative Atld Artistic activity for children With Special or different

needs?

. 1 Arc boys and girls given equal opportunities n > participate in practical activities?

L2 Is criticism of the children^ work constructive, respectful And supportive?

1 3. Is there a display area in the classroom or school?

14. Are all the children included in displays of their work in the course of [he year?

LS. Docs the children's work link and connect with their evpcncticc at home, in the family and in the

community?

1 6. Are mate rials being used L0oi]< imicallv and nor being wasted ?
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1

Questions

t . Why sh< mid art be Caught Sit school?

2. WTar do you th ink children will Learn by doing art?

Some of the answers Teachers have given are Listed below:

* The development of skills in art and craft.

4 Decorating che classroom.

4 To help childre n who are less able in studies.

4 So that children can relax from their studies.

* To help them get work as designers or artists later on.

* So that children can cypress their feelings

4 To develop awareness of the environment,

4 So that children can work with their hands, not only with their heads.

4 To help children work independently..

4 To help children work together cooperatively.

4 To make lessons more interesting.

4 To help children look at the world more ctosely.

4 To increase sensory awareness.

Discuss in groups and decide which are the three most Important reasons for art and why.

Which is che least important reason?

Do you disagree with any of the reasons given? If so, why?

Would you add any Other reasons to the listof why it is helpful for child ren to have art activities 111 school?

Points for discussion

How is your school decorated?

What would you do to improve it?

How could the child ren help to make the school more bcauti ftil?

What makes the school beautiful?

Do che decorations help the children to study?

How often are the displays in the school changed?

Wilt too many decorations make the school cluttered?

Are natural materials used ro make the school a more interesting and attractive environment?

What materials can vou find in the local surroundings ro decorate the school?
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Activity

Malic a monthly plan to discuss with tile dlildten how to make the classroom a more Stimulating

and ardsric environment,

L A dis.pl ay /exhibition

Think of an idea related to materials for a display and how you would link it to another area of

learning.

Where would you put it ?

Who would arrange it?

Would it change over the month ?

How COuld you use it in the clans?

How would tire children be involved?

What is your role as a teacher i n developi ng a display?

2, Floor space

Think of different ways that the floor space could l>C used.

Which area of the floorcould you use?

What materials would he needed?

I tow could the teacher support the childrenm making designs on the floor?

3. The wall sp ace

What kind of hoards or screens could be u sed?

Where could the hoards best be placed SO that they are visible?

Could you cover the board tt> make a more attractive background* C,g- matting, hessian, kite

paper?

How could the children contribute?

Where could you find suitable pictures?

Does the work on the hoard tell the children something new?

Think of a theme such as people doing different kinds of work, wearing different clothes or

playing games. Plan how you would guide children making pictures on that theme. Where would

you look for other pictures or materials related to the theme?

Make a plan of how you would arrange die pictures* dtles and labels and bow you would make an

attractive presentation. Think of ways that the display could be used in the class.
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Different methods in the teaching of art

There cun be all kinds of art teaching; lessons where something is put on the board and the children

are aiked to copy it into a ruled notebook; lessons where a topic is given, the children draw and the

teacher gathers the drawings without comment; and lessons when the teacher gives a drawing lor

children to colour. So there arc all kinds of drawing lessons and it is important to reflect on why we

arc doing n andhow we can succeed in ach ievi ng that goal,

15el<yw are three different ways of teaching a drawing lesson about trees For second standard

children- Analyse each of these methods with the help of the questions given anti then decide what

vour approach would he in teaching 9 class on birds and how you would do it.

Method one

The teacher has prepared the lesson carefully and organised die materials. Each child has a

plain piece of paper and a pencil. The teacher draws an outline of a templfi tree on the board

and asks die children which tree is on the board. The children arc then told to copy it. The

teacher goes around the classroom and looks at the children^ work. Some children arc praised.

The teacher shows others where their pictures ate nor correct and they rub out certain parts

and do it again. A few children are asked to Start again. The class ends when the bell rings, The

teacher collects the drawings. Later, the children aiC awarded marks Oil neatness and accuracy.

"ITte pictures arc not used again.

Method two

The teachci asks the children if they have seen a tetnplc tree. She then tells them that the class

today will he about temple rreesand they will observe the tree and then make a picture of it.

The teacher accompanies the children QUISldc and they Stop by a temple tree. She asks the

children to look at the shape of the tree from a distance. Then they look closely at the branches,

flowers and leaves. The teacher asks them where they had seen Other temple trees.

One child says that he had seen a temple tree on the way to school but it had led flowers.

Another child says that lie had seen an old temple tree near a temple.A third child says that she

had seen a temple tree in the courtyard at home.

After some more discussion about their memories and observations of the tree, and when each

child has built up a picture in their mind, the cltildren go back to school and draw and colour A

temple tree.

The teacher allows some time for the child ren to begin their pictures and then goes around the

class looking carefully at the children's pictures. She nudees whether the children are engaged

in their work. She may aS-k ([UCStions or make suggestions that help children to visualise a

picture in their minds-
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teacher avoids giving detailed iasmjctro/is or "improving" the child’s picture. Instead, for

example* she saps, “Did you noricc what kind of pattern was on the bark?
133

cur “Were the flowers

only one colour?” Ur “How does the shape of a temple tree look different -from the mango

trce?”Ol <<Which binds and animals would you see near the tree?”

The art class is the last lesson of the dap, so when the bell gne^, some children ask if they can

continue to draw their pictures. Some children ask if they can take theirpictures home to finish.

Some children have already finished. Next day the children paste thei r pictures on the cover of

one of their books.

Method three

P

fhe teacher gives paper and colours to the children. She saps that they children can draw a tree.

Some childre n begin to draw hut others look uncertain and do not start for sometime.

The teacher goes around the class. She comments on Some children's work who haw begun

their drawings with some confidence. She does not comment on some children who have not

begun. She talks to a few children and encourages them and says they ate doing good work.

Some children begin to copy from each ocher and many of the pictures are similar.

The hell rings and the children finish their work. The teacher chooses a few of the good

pictures to display on the wall.

Analysing an ait class

The Analysis of an art class can be based on the following questions^

* Has the teacher prepared and thought about the topic before the Lesson?

+ Does the teacher tell the children what die lesson is ahesur?

+ Is there some discussion between the teacher and the children?

+ Does the teacher ask open questions {i.e,
,
questions that have many possible answers}?

* Does the teacher ask closed questions (i-e., questions that have only one right answer)?

* Do the children share their experiences and observations?

* Does the teacher expect one solution to the task?

* Does the teacher expect many different solutions to the same task?

* Does the teacher allow for differences in styles and approaches?

* Docs the teacher limit the time for working? Can the child spend more time to complete

the work if needed?

* Does the teacher allow for different paces of working?

* Arc rhe children's pic tares all the same?
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* What is the teacher appreciating in the child's work?

* Neatness?

+ Originality?

* Concentration?

* Effort and interest?

* Imagination?

* Accuracy?

* flare fulness?

* Expression?

+ Will some children feel dissatisfied at the end of the class?

* What did the child learn from the activity?

Discussion

With the help of the questions above, discuss dac three methods of working and think about

the positive and negative aspeCLSof each method.

Activity

How would you prepare, teach and assess an art class on the theme of buds tor children in the

second class?

Introduction

Are all children good at art?

An elderlywoman who is now i n her eighties explained how she had studied at Shanrin iketan in Bengal.

One day she said to her teacher, “Whit colour should I put in tny picture?” The teacher replied,
M
I could

«j] you but then it would be my picture. If you choose the colours that you think are right and fitting,

then it will truly he ypnr picture.”

Years later she remembered this Incident when her great grandchild asked her a similar question and she

recalled what a deep impression rhis teacher's remark had made on her.

This story shows how important it is for children to draw rheir own pictures and not to depend always on

other peoples’ instructions. Children do imitate and learn from each orber hut the child should nor fed

under pressure to make the picture rhat is in the teachcf’b mind. There are many ways of drawing and

painting and 11 is important for the child to be supported but not dominated by the teacher,

Discussion

Is arc for all children or only for the very gifted ?

Is art fot children who are weak in studies ?

Why might some children dislike art?How could rhe teacher help the child to enjoy punting again?

Can a picrure tie wrong?
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Activity

Look at the pictures of how childrenhaw drawn a bus/ a person/a cow (see p. 19).

How have they found solutions to express their ideas?

Is a picture right or wrong?

How do wc judge the children^ pictures?

Is the picture lively?

Is it copied?

Does the picture look like what the child Says it is?

Is rhe pictu re like the real object?

T low is a painting different From a photograph?

T ook ar the pictures for unusual and original ways in which the child has expressed his idca&-

Teachers ongaged in workshops
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Appendix I

An introduction to art in the

life of young children

A small baby's power of concentration and sense of purpose a£ he explores the world around her is

Amazing- 'fhc baby uses all the senses she Has to make meaning of this world of impressions. Taste,

touch, smell Ate probably the dominant senses for a newborn child. However, quite soon, within a

month to six weeks, the baby's blurred vision clears up and she is able to identify the shape of a face,

bhe also begins to distinguish the parts of the face and trace moving objects- The small baby also

Starrs trying to make sense of the mystery of tilings appearing and disappearing. Sound, sense of

warmth and space also play an important partin helping the baby to interact and relate to the people

atld things around,

As the bahy grows, everything and anything within sight, hearing or touch may light up a Spaik of

interest. Hot own fingers and toes are very absorbing to the young baby. Ordinary rhinos such as the

patterns created by moving leaves in the mornitlg sunlit or a cat's playful movements can be a

source of delight. Such things go largely unnoticed or are ignored by us as adults but for the

receptive baby, these experiences open up possibili ties for learning.

As rbe baby grows further and is able to grasp things that arc around, she is able to investigate things

more closely. baby may, for example, examine a thrown away cardboard box from every angle.

The baby may try to Suck Or bite it or through touch feel its shape and texture. The baby may try to

do things wi th the box:: for example, throw it or squash it Ot even explore the sounds it might make.

The growing baby uses ail the means available to relate to and understand the world. By about

eighteen months the baby actuates greater motor -coordination and begins no extend her world, by

making impressions or markings with whatever is- at hand. It might be rhrough a chance happening

chat the baby purposefully use* fingers and bands to explore spilt liquids arid may even apply the

substance on her own body to see the effect. Tire child might even experiment making marks on a

malleable surface, such as mud or sand, with the help of a stack. If a young child of two years is

provided, with paper and tools, she ttxi will make markings that demands physical skill and bodily

movement. These actions arc not mindless but a continuation of the effort to make sense of the

world by the best means available to die child. It IS through These First sensory experiences that the

chitd begins, to have not only a sense of the material world but also discovers a relationship with

external objects. The senses include die physical senses of sight. Taste, smell, touch and hearing but

also a sense of spatial relationships and of contact with people.

In a young child, it is not easy to separate Ik >dily movement from activity, 1 f you watch a baby of five

to six months, you will notice that the baby seems to laugh with its whole body from the toes to the

eyes- Likewise, when a child begins to draw, the dominant impression may be the strong muscular

involvement, but the child, is possibly engaged at many different levels including scnsoiy

perception, logical thinking and inter-personal exchange.
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The natural growth into the world of art Through the child’s different senses can be supported by

parents and teachers if they arc made more aware of both the individual differences and the

universal patterns that ate characteristic of the ways children experiment with linc^ colour,

movement texture and shape. The Links between gesture, movement, language and visual image are

being mote extensively explored. The way a child learns about the world involves all these

dimensions. There is a very close link for die young child of (but or five between the image and the

word, it may be noticed that a young child gives almost a running commentary on what she IS doing

while drawing a picture or constructing models with blocks. The child may add expression through

elements of gesture so that word, movement and image come together quite naturally (sec

Appendix IT),

language in a way helps, a child to organise her drawing and the drawing in turn helps extend the

child’s language. The child’s drawing Or modelling or pattern-making ate different hut related wavs

of making sense of rhe world. They offer the child a visual language to explore ideas and share

experiences, i n this wrv images make thoughts visible and help us to understand the wav in wh ich

thought processes evolve.

The development of ehlldtcti’s drawings

ll IS important to note that while we can see similarities in the ways children develop thei r drawing,

there are aLso clear individual di fferences. Secondly, it is not a linear development whereby children

evolve from one stage to the next as they move from mechanical, mindless scribbles towards a

“correct” visual realism. There are elements of randomness and chance in a professional artist’s

work too and there are elements of thoughtful, deliberate marking in a young child’s work. An
increase in control and skill does not mean that the artist toses spontaneity and flexibility. However,

a number of studies of young children’s drawings do show common elements, in the way children

develop their pictures.

The adults who accompany children in their artistic activities should know what is and what is not

reasonable to expect from children. In the process of drawing, painting; and modelling, young

children are not only gaining motor control, developing hand-eye coordination etc- and improving

their skills with different materials, they are also developing ideas as a way of understanding the

world in a pattern that is unique to each child. The way a young child learns to crawl, stand and walk

is on the one hand universal, but on the other hand each child will find her own special way to

master mobility (see Growth of the child through art,pp. 1-4),

Picture and word

Desmond Morris wrote a book called TTb 0/ Art, which is about the paintings of

chantpanzees. 1 1 records in detail htjw, given the right support and encouragement, chimpanzees can

become skilled and accomplished artists and are able to apply colour and draw lines to compose

well-balanced and harmonious pictures, in many ways comparable to a young child. I Icwever, the

great difference that Morri 5 notices between the chimpanzees’ pictures and the imaginative work of

a child is that the chimpanzee never seems to reach a point where he himself recognises an element

of representation of people and things in the pictures.
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The child at some point, usually between two to five years, begins to name the sketches she ban

drawn- At first, the pictures may not ]oolc very different from the unnamed sketches and the adult

looking at them may not easily recognise everyday objects, animals Or people. However, this is a

significant breakthrough in the child's development.

L

J1iC child's discovery that there IS a kind of language thar can be shared through visual

representation is an cxc.i ring moment. The possibility of sharing a whole woridof story has opened

up.

This stage cannot be accelerated by asking children to copy other people's drawings of life-like

objects but die adult does have an Important role to be accepting and uncri tical of the child's work

and being a Sympathetic listener and observer. It is not explicit teaching but supporting and sharing

L-k; child'1

;
growth that is needed at this particular juncture. If the teacher tries to force the child to

copy pictures at this early Stage, it would be like trying to teach grammar to a small child who is (USt

on the brink of talking and has not quite framed sentences but is nevertheless highly motivated to

communicate.

Towards representation

The child’s first pictorial representation LS often a human being (See pp. 2-3). Children are inevitably

affected by each Other and the prevailing cultural expression of visual language. There is a natural

kmd of borrowing and sharing of symbolic language. ! lowever, there IS an important difference

between, for example, a child who spontaneously adds a facial feature because she realizes

something is missing and when the teacher insists that she change or complete her picture because

to the adult it seems imperfect or unfinished.

If children arc given freedom with materials, space and rime to experiment, gradfrilly they develop

their own particular Symbols for representing the human figure, tile house, the tret and familiar

animals etc. There is an infinite variety in these expressions and the pictures change and arc

modified as the child absorbs and Integrates new information aildcxpcficnocs-

Golout, space and form

Some writers have suggested that children’s drawings arc subjective and are in response to feeling,

rather than objective and coming from observation and So in this way arc different from an adult's

pictures which try to be more realistic. A difference between seeing the externals and knowing the

essence or the shape of an object from the inside ha£ been noted- Scientific and artistic enejuiry

both demand imagination, reason and emotional involvement. Creativity is marked by originality

but this does not mean that each child has to find something Startlingly new, like changing fashions.

However, it does mean that the child IlilS to reconstruct what she experiences through her

emotions, senses and intellect so order to exptess it. This process is a way of seeing and

understanding that is particular to each person.

Children's drawings have been classified in various ways These include pictures that are more

expressive of feeling and orhers that are mote analytical and concerned with facts. However, It

would be true to say that both children's and adults' drawings include a very wide range of Styles and
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TftG cobbfer (drawn by a ax-yoBr-aSd) Wotjgfting the Jand (dra^n by an -yQ&f-oHL)

that each kind of picture in its uwr way is a blending of feeling observation, imagination and Fact

Mature artists at different ILITiCS and in different places have approached their pointings and

sculptures in many ways and photo-real ism is only one kind, of tepresentaUort.

Often pictures drawn by artists are not meant to be like a photo and are (IOC only about the externals

of something. It children arc given freedom* their pictures bring together what they secoUTside and

what they fee] is inside, in an uninhibited and spontaneous way, Children are unaffected hv

convention that assumes rhe sky is blue, trees are green and the sun is yellow and freely use colour as

they think is appropriate.

Similarly, a child evolves a sense of spatial relationships in a particular way. A clliid's first drawings

may be composed of seemingly disconnected and. unrelated units. Very g radually the child explores

different ways of depiedng relationships between things and people but there ate many ways of

doing this.

Pattern making

1 1 may he noticed that some times a young child will pretend to be reading or Lmitadng writing by

filling a page with rows of markings (see p. 38). This is an important way of understanding that

writing has a purpose and a meaning. On one occasion l was observing a three year-old absorbed in

filling page after page of an old diary With evenly spaced and carefully formed markings. She told me
that she was "writing”. L asked her if she was writing a song but she solemnly rohl me that it was a

secret and that she couldn't tell me.

The link between patterns and writing seem? a very nSHUKli one and Something a teacher can

encourage a child to explore. Children may already be familiar with the loops and lines of rartgpU

patterns. By the age of five to six, children can experiment with Straight lines and curves both
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through movement and through drawing, Such an activity would be an extension of the earlier play

with line, movement and rhythm. There would still be an element of play and experimentation and

there should not be pressure -on the child to achieve correct and perfect forms. At the same time an

atmosphere of concentrated attention and tare should he tostercd.

The teacher’s min

The teacher's role, in encouraging the child ill artistic expression, is a vital one at every stage. It is

important for the teacher to understand what is helptul at different ages, A teacher may haw a

discouraging and negative effect tf she is nor supportive of the child's own growth. Efforts to

imprtwc the child's work, For example, by asking her to copy Stereotyped pictures or 511 in drawing

books or do ready-made projects designed by tcacbem, may only inhibit the child and make her

dependent on the adult. The child begins to think she has nothing of value to offer and can only

wait For guidance to be shown how to do something

The sensitise teacher, while valuing die child’s work, is more concerned with the process than, the

product. The teacherwho is anxious that children produce attractive but uniform pictures or craft

items is likely to limit and hamper the child's spontaneous and natural urge for expression.

Children’s development follows different paces and Styles. It is important For the teacher to

recognise and respect the needs of particular children according to their temperaments,

experiences and emotional and intellectual growth, it is a time for experimentation and not rigidity

or an over-emphasis on skills.

The adult's function at this stage is to provide space and materials for these activities and to be a

responsive and sympathetic listener to the child's sharings As the ch ild gets older, the teacher also

has a role in stimulating the child's imagination through a story or a poem or by suggesting a topic

that draws on the child's experience of school, home or festivals etc, On occasion, it might be

appropriate for the teacher to challenge rhe child who has become withdrawn or static by opening

up new possibilities chat are exciting and interesting to the ch i]d
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Appendix II

An example of how picture and story come together

In a classroom ir would not be easy or practical for a teacher to give time trn individual children and ro

li&rc-n and write down their stories, However, I give an example below to show how much thought

and care sometimes jioes- into a child's picture.

The adult looking at a child’s picture could hardly guess how much thought is there hcliind the

picture.

Beltjw is a picture and StOTy crqared hy a girt of 4 '/a jnears (sec the pic.ro re in colcnir on p. 1 24).

As rhe picture was drawn, the child descrihed partly to hetself and partly for my sake what the

picture was about. It was like a commentary. The day before she had seen a dead shrew and had

helped to bury it in the garden and the week beftjre she had looked at a story with a witch in It. The

Story weaves many elements together drawn both from her actual experience of things and

indirectly from books and the information she bud gleaned from a variety of sources.

It was particularly interesting to see how she incorporated ‘‘writing
11
into her picture and how the

story and the picture evolved together.
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Here is how the commentary went

(Drawing a large circle) litre is the fifth's tummy.

(Dnwirf another circle) Andhere'sherheadandhermouth It’s tike thatbecause she topers it to hide it.

(Drawing the shrew) This is the shrew...

(Drawing a brown Line around the shrew) Here is it ’s basket.

(Colouring the area orange) Thisis the orange blanket. The nittbgaee it...

(Returning Co the witch and colouring it) The ndttb's thither are red and her hair isgreen; itgoes round and

roundhertars.

(I asked if there were any other people there and was told)AMthe otherpeople banegone outshoppityg. The

u-iith has asked them to bring a hundredthings, so they won't be back tillevening.

(Doing a series of S^uiggleS to represent letters) Here it the witch s spell. Shall l readyon whatitSagil

(Pointing to the "words” and following the lines she reads the passage from le ft to right)EatePety bit or

youVbegiven a kith.

(Going over the wriri ng in yellow) This is thepaper. The witch has hung it up os the wallfrom the roof The witch

isso tallshe can reatb the roof.

{Drawingbrown lines) Here are the wdfth 't shelves. Thp 'revery deep anddark.

(Adding black vertical lines) Here's tlx darkness.

(Pausing, she said) Doym know what? The shrew helps the wittb. There's another room. There ) a link door whith

he tango Its andout of. He slides down on the otherside buthe tan see in the dark and k.noses where eperything is.

(Adding blue patches) Here are the things to open andshut the shelves. The mtsb and the shrew are very tarefui.

There is a lot of treasure there and the witch has afriendthere. Hr Jr ,^#.^>.1 then. He opens the shef eery skwiy and

reachesforthethings in the night.

(At this point she stopped and enacted how the friend of the witch repeatedly bends and lifts the

things- and she made the sound he makes) / le puts them in a. basket. There are sweets and doUs-

imtifckLbititi!He (referring to the witch's friend) has manyfriends. It will take onefull ywr to see allhis

friends.

(Filling in spaces with blue colour) Non IIImake some waterfor the witch andthe shrew to drink- The witch's

friendhelps the witch. He hat a lake atidstom the Water. When the witch > water it jimshtsl. be brings hermm.
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Consttucting the Magic Egg tangrain

A

on will need a ruler, a pencil
h
and a compass.

1 . Open your compass so char there is a distance of ft ems between rhe point and the pencil.

Draw a circle.

2. Draw two lines across the circle through the centre of the circle, so that the two lines meet at

right angles at the centre. 'Iliese are the lines AB and I IJ on the diagram.

3. Draw a straight line (with a rider) from point B through point I 1 and carry the line on for

about Jems.

Draw another straight line from point A through point H and carry on For about 5 ems-

4. Put the compass point on A and open the compass until the pencil is on Ei. Draw part of a

circle upwards from B until you reach the line drawn from A through H at point C.

5 . Keep the compass the same. Put your compass point on B and draw par t of a circle upwards

from A unci! you reach the line drawn From B through 1 1 at point D.

(s. With the compass point on i I, open the compass urtdl the pencil is on Cl Draw a circle.

7. Keep the compass the same, and put the point of the compass on j. Make a mark on the line

HJ with the compass pencil . This shows point II

R. Still keep the compass the same, put the compass point at h and draw a circle. The points F

and G arc where this circle crosses the line AR,

9. Now go over the lines which show the nine pieces of the Magic Egg so that you arc sure

which lines to cut.Now cut out the nine pieces and make yourown birds!
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Appendix IV

A note on using natural colours and dyes

Would you like to find out for yourself if there is HOOK joy in painting with natural substances that

arc nor harmful for your own health^ and the health of your environment? 1 f you do, you might fed

that you Still have links with the natural world and With your ancestors. The earliest known surviving

**arr works'" done with paints are perhaps the petmglyphs of dots at J
minium in Australia. Those

found on the rocks at Rhimbetaka in Madhya Pradesh maybe more than twenty five thousand years

old.
r

rhe “modern” paint industry would like us to believe that their products are more enduring

than the works done hy our ancestors,who sometimes went searching for miles for raw materials for

paint. And considering the threats TO their survival in the pursuit of "paints"., the urge to draw and

paiut must have been™ compelling for them to resist.

When we use ready-made paints today, we're often unaware c>f the source of the materials, and have

no clue about the ingredients and about the impact they have on our health and the health of our

environment But we won't go into that just now. We’ll take a quick look at some non-tonic natural

substances that will allow you to paint safely and harmlessly inside homes and schools.

Colour comes from pigments that are available in some art-material outlets in powder form. (There

is one in Chandni Chowk, Delhi, that sells only pigments.) Just ask for powder pigment* that's all.

The ochre and sienna and ambers come from clay. If used in a wAter-bascd recipe, it is better to slake

them in water overnight. If they resist, a bn of alcohol will do wonders, You will need a mortar and

pestle to grind the slaked pigment to a smooth paste, and mix some home-made acacia binder (gutn)

made from hoiling some gum crystals (the edibk variety that goes into
ll
^f You can boil a

handful of acacia crystals in a small cup of water and cook until you get rhe “gum consistency .)

Add a pinch of borax powder and four to five drops of glycerine. You could experiment with

quantities to get the results you might want. Earth coloutsllkc oehfC and ambers make mote opaque

than sienna. You can prepare the whole thing ill a small size mortar itself, and palm Straight from it

Ideally you should use mortars as bowls, sd you could gtmd whenever the paint feels lumpy.

There may l>e synthetic pigments too, you could also use them, bur always make sure to use a mask

when dealing with powder of any kind-. The glycerine acts like a retarder arid helps the paint From

going dry too quickly. So you can paint even with a water-based recipe at a slow pace. The borax is a

good insect tepeUaiH. This is a basic recipe and you can experiment endlessly with the pigments,

mixing them and changing quantities.

The one great advantage of these paints over commercial colours is this: when the paint dries up,

you could still revive It whenever you want by pouting a little water in your bowl. The other

advantage is rhar unlike the production 0 f commercial colours, you Are not left with eighteen pots

of waste fot one por of colour produced. And you don't end up burring a water body with leftover

paints from your natural pigments, Bur not all pigments are harmless trom this point of view. Use

the ones that arc safer.

If you want to be able to work in yout kitchen itself, where you can cook some of your colours* here

arc some recipe s you might wan [ to fry.
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The turmeric recipes

hoi] a Few teaspoons of turmeric powderwith a smalt tump of aJum for about 4- 5 minutes- See how

re&nit& vary with quantities of ingredients. You witt get a very bright and transparent: lemon colour,

with which you can have an excellent base for a painting, If you want a granular effect, don't strain

the mixture but add your acacia hinder to this mixture. You will gee wonderful textures.

Replace alum wi th den washing soap, the kind you still get in kbsiH bbondort withou t any animal fats,

(irate some of this soap, and dissolve in water. Add turmeric. It will turn into a reddish yellow. Boll

the mixture for a few minutes and allow it co cooL hollow the above recipe tor different effects,

Replace soap with baking soda {miilw Olf kftone soda} for si milar results.

Paint with pomegranate {attar) shells and the bark of atjun

Boil some pomegranate shells in an iron pan. The longer you boil, the darker die brown you get

from this recipe. Steeped overnight in the same pan, the colour will turn almost black. Jf you add

some r usted nails, the oxide will make the black thicker and darker. Strain and use.

Replace pomegranate shells with ufyjwr-barh in powder form. Any ayurvedic shop will have it. Add

never-before-seen-browns DO your painring kit. You can boil dfjufi in an ordinary pan.

Paint with flowers and leaves

Soak dry hibiscus flowers (rhe ted ones) in lemon juice and leave it for a day. Boil with a small lump

of alum. Mix with your atiarsnd arjsjt colours for different shades, Try with other flowers too. Pdiash,

ffilmobaty roses, marigold and so on ,
But try not picking fresh flowers as you will harm the butterflies,

the bees, and the flower-peckers. Dry flowers Ate just as good. Fresh paiash flowers are eaten by cows

left to fend for themselves once they have run dry.

Try the same recipe with gtiki leaves, and other kinds of leaves too. N eem leaves with alum provide a

height transparent green.You Can go on experimenting with natural colours endlessly. Jmtritn,

mulberry {ihtktfflfy and wild berries can give wonderful results tixx with baking soda will make

your paintings really “live” as the colours Will keep changi ng tn your great delight.

Tep Grover
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Useful books

Aft cdl.] C Lit LQ []

Bhattacbarfec/Farit, 1 996, Tara Publishing, (Chennai, ChildArt with hpendayMaterials.

Bugg, &J997, Scholastic I -id., Curriculum Bank, Art.

Dean, J&atl, 1 970, A and C Black I-td ,,
I xmdon, Art andCrap in the ft™ny SehasdToday:

Duft'y, Bernadette, 1998, Open University Press, Supporting Creativity and Imagination in the

Piarij 1 ran:

Kotin, Ruth, 1972, OrientLongman, T"heExpkrsttgChild,

Lcjwenteld, V. acid Lambert Brittain, W', 1982, MlcmDlin Pubfishing Co, Inc, New York,

Creatineand Mental CfOWth.

Matthews,John, 3003, Sage Publications, DroningandPa/Hthig ,

Niederhauser, I [.R. and Fmhlich, M., 1974, The Rudolph Steiner School, New York, Port#

Pmning,

Prasad, Devi, ] 99js, National Book Trust, 1 ndia. Art: The Basil of education.

Read, Herbert 1 94 5, Faber, D ondor
,
A rt Through education.

Tagore, Rabindranath, 1926, Macmillan and Co., [jondon, Personality.

An and aware ness of theemironmenr

fry of Learning; biamlfavk of Emironmenta/Artiritits, 1 98G, CFiE-

[ andertnan, LAV’, 1964, Wltl.C Brown, DetefopirtgArtiittcandPerceptualAltwnenett,

Osak, S.V., Sch( ilastic Ltd., Science Is.

Earfy experiences, Macdonald Educational 5/ 13 Science Series,

'Hie Sm a! I Science Scries, I lotni EJhabha Science Centre.

Art and math

Dawes, Cynthia, 1981, Longman, earfy.Maths.

Grater, Michael, 1 972, Mills JSi Boon, PaperFlag.

Gupta, Afvjnd, National BookTrust, India, TenlJttle Fmgen.

Gupta, Arvind, 2005, Vigyan Prasar, Hamit Off,

JagadeeshatuSbasbldhar, 2003, Scholastic,Ma/hAJtPt.

Orton, Anthony, (ed.) 1999, Cabell, London, Pattern in (he I 'caching and Learning if

Mathematics.

Ait and language

Marshall, Sybil, Cambridge University Press, 1963, An experiment In Education.

Credits

Diagrams: on p. 92, reproduced from Arvind G upta, Ten LittleFingm^ 2001, National Book Trust,

India.

Diagrams on pp. 70, 1 33, from Arvind G upta. Hands On, 2005,Y Lgyaii PraSar.

Diagrams imp. 1 54, from Mathematics TurAl^ 1988, Wiltshire liducation Authority,

Photographs of children's work from Chamrajnagar on pp. 12, 14, 15, 34,61, 62,76, 1.02, taken by

Sri Shivananju.

Photograph on p. 71), by Imogen -Sabi.

Photographs on pp- 52, 60, 71, by Saumyanand Sabi.
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Monsoon 61

Tanks, wells, rivers, lakes and the Sea 62

Water and Other materials 63

Writing

Pattern and the beginning of writing 45-47

Pie-wnting exercises 43-44

Matedais and Techniques

Blackboard 72

Books 132-133

Chnecoal 43, 73

Clay 23, 55-58

Cloth 24, 23, 86-88

Collage 34, 82. 85. 68,

Constructions

Bones 117

Hats 117

Crayons 10

Cutting 90,91-93

Folding 90, 93, 94, 1 11, 1 33

Leaven 5ft, 80, 103

Masks 136

Materials 8 10

Bought 9-30

Mobiles 68 69

Newspaper

Collage 34

Papier- mache 98

Rolls 97

Sculpture %
Tearing shapes 89-91

Paint 10, 33

Blow paint 168

Marbling 63

Wax and paint 63

Paper 9, 39-93

Printing techniques

Leaf 80

String prints 87

Mirror prints n8

String pull prints 1 19

Puppets

Cone 134

Kitm-kum haft<ibt or Difbrvttt 1 35

Pop-up 124, 134

Stick 124,05

Rubbings

Bark 8i

Leaf 80

Natural materials 25

Seeds

Collage 65

Garlands and necklaces 84

Patterns 102-1 03, 105

String and thread 66-66

Prints 87, 119

Smelting on card 88

Tearing 89

Tearing shapes 91

Wood
Patterns from wood and bark 61

Shapes From twigs and, branches 63

Wood shavings and sawdust 82



Learning Through Art

Jane Sahi & Roshan Sahi

Between the ages of two and six children discover a visual language of dots, dashes,

lines, loops and spirals. As they grow older, they combine and repeat these markings

to make more complex figures and patterns. These drawings and pictures give a visual

form to thoughts, feelings and impressions and are a way of understanding the world.

The adults who accompany children in their artistic activities should know what to

expect from them. The teacher's role especially is vital at every stage.

ISBN. 9788189976262

788189

This book aims at helping teachers to integrate art activities into school life. Art is

perceived here as an active way of learning and not as something additional to the

normal curriculum. The activities are designed to include all children and enrich

regular lessons of language, math and environmental studies.


